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•0 INTRODUCTION

-- These engineering guideilnes present recommended procedures

-- for the prediction measuremantp and analysis of ground vibration related

-- to highway _raffic operations. The guidellnes are concerned with highway

_ pavements in direct contact with the subgrade. Englneerlng parameters,

famlllar to hlghway design engineers, are utilized. The procedures

for the prediction, measurements and analysls of traffic-lnduced

vibration are an exact parallel to the consideration of highway traffic

Raise,

1.1 Objective of the Guidelines

These guidelines present a step-by-step description of the

-- procedures recommended to assess the potential for adverse environmental

,_ Impact from grounc vibration generated by highway trafflc operations.

l:i 1,2 5,coDe of t.ne GuidelI.nes

IN These guldellnes present the primary considerations required

to evaluate highway traFfic-induced vibrations. The details upon which

_ the guidelines are based are presented In Reference I, A11 procedures

-- ana supporting data required to utilize the guidelines are presented

in this report. . >.

.._ 1.3 Brief History of Trafflc-lnduced Vibratlons

Environmental vibration resulting from highway traffic has

been investigated and reported in the technica] literature for the

past 30 years, The earliest reference to traffic Induced vibration

appears to oe Barnhard In 1941,* Southerland (1950) investigated

Appendix I of Reference I contains an annotated bibliography
of those references.
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vibrations produced in residential structures from buses. Southerland's

test data was based upon driving buses over a short ramp to induce

-" "centre]led" impact loading on the pavement, (See Sections 2.3.3

and 3.4 of these guidelines). Southerland developed, perhaps the

-- first defensive abatement strategy for traffic-lnduced vibration

complaints - good public relations. Additionally, Southeriand

-- utilized building Inspections as a basis for evaluating complaints

__ of alledged damage from trafflc-lnduced vibration. By comparing

structural conditions of bulidlngs of similar construction and age,

he was able - through public relatlons - to convince a majority

of the complaining population that traffic-lnduced vibrations were not

the cause of a]iedged buildlng damage.

-- Steffens (1952) presented test data results in his summary

_, of various proposed methods for assessi'ngvibration intensity as

related to criteria. Thls test data presents results of highway

traffic-induced ground vibration measurements conducted in England

i ,, as far back as 1929.

In the past four years, most of the technical research

relating to trafflc-lnduced vibrations has been conducted In Europe

I_ and Japan. Beta (1971) reported extensive studies conducted in
_mu

Czechosiovakla concerning trafflc-lnduced vibrations, tn England,

Whiffln and Leonard (1971) of the Transport and Road Research

-" Laboratory reported the results of a survey project on traffic-lnduced

-: vibration. House (1973) presented a discussion of the possible

-! factors defining excitation, propagation, and building response as

related to traffic-[nduced vibration. In addition, House presented

_j a rather extensive survey of bul]ding damage data as related to

vibration, In 1973, Tokita presented data ranking various vibration

sources as to their magnitude and distance attenuation effects,

Toklta described a frequency weighting characteristics for acceleration

i that Is analogous to the A-welghting characteristic used In environ-

mental noise.

2
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In 1975, Toklta again described the results of experlmental

work conducted In Japan related to ground vibration generated by

highway traffic• This result Is, apparently, the first reference in

-- the open technical literature that reported a quantitative vibration

emission level prediction. Toklta Identified the pavement surface

-- roughness, vehlcle weight and vehlcle speed as the relevant parameters.

_ Altheugh mot directly related to traffic Induced vibration,

the United States Natlonal Academy of Sciences published (1977) "Guide-.

lines for Preparing Envlronmental Impact Statements on NolseH. The

Natlonal Academy of Sciences (NAS) Guidelines contain criteria levels

for human perception and annoyance and potential for building damage

as relater to environmentai seismic vibrations. The criteria presented

-- In thls report are consistent with the NAS proposed criteria.

_-J Today, the general topic of environmental seismic vibrations Is

I void of standardization, Neither the metrlc(s) describing the amplitude

I ano frequency content or a measurement methodology are Internationally
acca_ted,

'_ Thls report Identifies specific engineering parameters

_ {7 describing excitation, propagation, and building response for traffic-
k.J

induced vibration. Mixed traffic flo_vsare considered. The assessment

i '- of trafflc-lnduced vibration Is a very site specific problem as

-- aescrlbed in the following sections,

1.11 Historical Bibliography

The references cited In Section 1.3 are listed in chronologicaI

order as follows:

Barnharo, R.K.: "Noise Tremor Due To TrafficH, Journal of

-_ the Acoustical Society of America, Voi.12, January 1941, pp. 338-347,

3



Southerland, H,B.: "A Study of the Vibration Produced in

Structures by Heavy Vehicles", Highway Research Board, Proceedings

of the 30th Annual Heetlng, 1950.

-- Steffens, R.J.: "The Assessment of Vibration Intensity and

-- Its Application to the Study of BuTlding Vibration", Natlona]

Bulld ng Studies Special Report No, 19, Department of Scientific

-- and IndustrTal Research, Building Research Station, London, |9_2.

-- Bata, M,: "Effects on Buildings of Vibrations Caused by Traffic",

Building Sclence_ Vo]. 6, 1971, pp. 221 - 246.

Whlffins A.C. and Leonard, B.R.: "A Survey of Traffic-

Induced Vibrations '_, Ro_d Research Laboratory Report, LR 418, 1971.

_ House, H.E.: HTraffic-lnduced Vibrations In Bu_ldings",

Journat of the Instltute of Highway Engineering, Vo]. 20, No. 2,

February 1973, pp, 6-16.

Toklta, y.: "Ground Vibrations Generated by Factorla_s Machine

and Vehicles", Inter-noise t73, Tech. Univ. of Oenmarks Copenhagen_

Aug. 22-24, 1973, pp. 85-89.

-- Tokita, y, and Oda, A,: "On the Characteristics of Ground

-- Vibratlor Generated by Traffic", Inter-noise '75j Tohoku Unlverslty,

-_ Sendal 980, Japan, August 27-29, 1975.

__ Anon: _'Guldelines for Preparing Environmental impact

Statements on Noise", National Academy of Sciences, Wash ngton, D.C., 1977.
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-- 2.0 ClIARACTERIZATIONOF TRAFFIC-INDUDED VIBRATIONS

The characterlzatlon of highway trafflc-lnduced vibration

is analogous to the characterization of highway traffic noise, Both

traffic noise and traffic-lnduced vibration comprise a source-path-

receiver scenario, For both traffic noise and traffic-fnduced

-' vibration, each vehicIe appears experimentally as a moving point

" source on the roadway and Is modelled as such (I).

_- For highway traffic noise, the noise source Is defined by the

traffic flow and the highway alignment relatlve to the recelver, For

-- highway traffic-induced vibration, the vibration source is defined by

the traffic flew, the pavement surface roughness, details of the pave-

ment/subgrade structure, and the highway alignment relative to the

_'_ receiver• For both highway traffic noise the trafflc-lnduced vlbratlon,
_J

the more significant traffic flow parameters are the vehicle speed and

_= weight. Levels of traffic nols_ and vibration both increase wlth

increasing vehicle speed and welght,

Whereas highway traffic noise enaIyals identifies the vehlcIe

as the primary noise source, highway traffic-induced vibration must

consider the vehicle-pavement system as the primary vibration source.

The pavement surface roughness is the primary highway design (or

condition) parameter affecting traffic-lnduced vibration,

,._ Away from the highway alignment, both traffic noise and
vibration decrease in amplitude wlth increasing distance. Generally,

"-" traffic noise Is not an environmental consideration beyond 1000 feet

(305 meters) from a roadway. It appears that traffic Induced vibra-

-. tion Is not an environmental consideration beyond 200 to 300 feet

_ (61 to 90 meters) from the roadway.

= Numbers in ( ) denote references listed at the end of the report.

5
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ConsldQrlng the receiver to be an occupant or an activity

I_ In a building adjacent to a roadway, the main difference between

traffic noise and vibration becomes evident. Building structure

attenuates or decreases the amplitude of traffic noise from the

'_ exterior to the Interior. Highway traffic-lnduced vibration, as

" received at the building foundation, may cuase the building structure

"_ to amplify the vibration, Depending upon the vibration amplitude

_ received at the foundation and the amplification characteristics of

._, the _ullding structure, the floor or wall vibration inside a buildlng

may be perceptlbl_ to an occupant. Whereas traffic noise may be per-

"i ceptlble but not annoying to a building occupant, it appears that

perception of traffic-lnduced vibration may result In complalnts,

concerted public action, and the potential for litigation.

"! I_ The general public may well confuse the separate Issues of
trafflc noise and traffic-lnduced vibration. On a slngle event basis,

_;I _oise from a vehicle may induce perceptible exterior wall vibration

I_J and resulting "rattles" inside a building. Similarly, traffIc induced

{ vibration may be Imperceptible to an occupant but generate anno_;ng

_! "rattles" inside a building. Sound levels great enough to result in
perceptible building vibration are so loud that the noise is the

dominant factor. Perception of building vibration via theannoyance

rattling noises generated In a building, however, may be extremely

annoying to an occupant,

--' Figure 2-1 presents an outline of the traffic-induced

--" vlbratior problem Illustrating the interrelationship between source,

-- path, and receiver parameters. Figure 2-2 presents a graphic com-

_ parlson of highway traffic noise and highway trafflc-induced vibration.

6
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SOURCE

"_ VEHICLE - IIICHWAYSYSTEM

• Pavement Loading
• Pavement Response to Loading
• Transmission of Vibration

-- From Pavement to Ground

- l
PATH •

DISTANCE, GEOLOGY,ANDTOPOGRAPHY
- ADJACENTTO HIGHWAY,

• Propagation of Vibration from Highway
-- • Abatement of Vibration from Highway

:_ _ RECEIVER

EFFECTS OF VIBRATION

• Human Response • Structural Response • Effects on Building

Complaints Fatigue of Structure , Contents
-- Vibration Sensitive
_ Apparatus

(POTENTIAL FOR LITIGATION) "Rattles"

- l
-- OTHER• VIBRATION SOURCES

Industrial Operations
Activity of Building Occupants
Operation of Building Equipment
Other Transportation Sources

Figure 2-i TRAFFIC-IIIDUCED VIBRATIONS: OUTLINE OF PROBLEM
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2.1 Sound Level and Vibration Level

The decibel measure is conveniently used for both traffic

-- no}se and traffic-induced vibration. The concept of an equivalent

-" (energy mean) level, expressed in dB, may also be used to characterize

-- both traffic noise and traffic-lnduced vibration.

_ For atmospheric noise, the physical quantity that Is con-

venlently measured for amplitude description Is acoustic pressure,

For vibrations the physical quantitles that are conveniently measured

for amplitude descrlptlon are displacement, velocity, or acce]eratlon.

if the frequency content of the vibration signal 15 known, displace-

ment, velocity and acceleration are all related,

Acceleration is used as the vibration amplitude measure inthese guidelines. The acceleration levels, expressed In dB, are

referenced to an accleration of "lg" or 9,807 meters/(second) 2. Peakq
_ acceleration amplitudes associated with trafflc-Jnduced vibration are

on the order of O.BOlg to 0,0309. lianas, peak acceleration lev.:is are

on the order of -60 dB (re, Ig) to -30 dB (re. Ig). Using this con-

vention, acceleration levels cannot be confused with nolse levels

from trafflc.

-- The definition of the acceleration level used in these

-- guldellnes is:

-- L = 1B'log (a2/a_) = 20,log (a/ao), dB (2-1)

where a is the acceleration measured

a° is _he reference acceleration (taken as lg or
• 9.807 metars/second2 ) •

I -
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kcoustlc orassure characterizes the sound loyal at a point. For

-- vibration, however, a comoIeta description of the motion at a point i

requires six amplitudes correspondlng to throe ]ongltudInal components

•-- and three rotations. From a practical standpoint s one need nat be

_- generally concerned with a comnlata description. For trafflc-lnduced

-- vibration rotational motion at a point may be ignored. However, one

_ must always note ano report the directions In which vibration measure-

merits are taken, Usually, only one component or dlractlon of the

vibration neeo be estimated or measured, For trafflc-lnduced vlbra-

tlan It appears thac It is sufflciantIy accurate to use the vertlcal

comoonant of ground motion or tile component normal to tile line or plane

-- of least sc ffnass of structures.

2.2 Criteria for the Evaluation of Vibration lnlpa,ct

_'_ Traffic noise is well defined with respect to both a level

metric and associated criteria. Traffic noise levels are expressed in

_._ terms of the A-welghted sound level, The A-welghtad sound love] Is a

single number based upon frequency weighting of the sound pressure,

l_i Accepted values of tile A-we ghtad sound level have been developed over

the past severa years that relate sound level to effects of noise on

_ paop]e ano s_ructure5,

Environmental vibration Is not so well defined as environ-

mental noise wltl" respac_ to _ither a ]evel metric or the associated

criteria, Standardized frequency weighting for vibration, such as

-- the A-waighted sound eval for noise, Is not available at the present

time. Standardization of frequency weighting for acceleration does

appear to be oosslbla in tile near future (2).

I0
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Criteria relating vlbratlen amplitude to effects on people

and structures is available, Table 2-1 presents a criteria descriptlon

and related acceleration levels, For comparison_ sound levels corres-

-- _ondlng to the sln}ilar criteria description for noise are also presented,
d

-- The IIstlng In Table 2-1 is Important In quantifying and

_, understanding highway trafflc-induced vibration. Tile levels presented

_ n Table 2-I indicate that from perc_ptlon to a hlgh probabl]Ity of

structure damage, acceleration levels cover a 50 dB range and sound

levelscover a 140 dg range. For both noise and vibration, the

threshold for structural damage is a higher level than the level for

ex[reme annoyance. For noise, the range between extreme annoyance and

structural damage threshold is approximately 30 dB (a factor of 32 In

pressure). For vlbratlonj thls range Is approximately 10 dB (a factor

-- of 3.2 In acceleratlon), for noise, the range between perception and

-- annoyance is approximately 60 dB (a factor of one thousand in pressure).

-- For vibration, the range between perception and annoyance is about 5 dB

(a factorof 1.8 In acceleration).

Hence, for evaluating the effects of environmental vibration,

the s[gnIflcance of a chan_e in acceleration level is much greater than

an Identica] change in sound level. Whereas, a I dg change In sound

level either in measurement or prediction Is generally considered Inslg-

nificant. ] dB change in vibration level may be very significant,

Figure 2-3 presents criteria curves for both human response

-- and building response as a function of frequency. The vibration metric

uses n Figure 2-3 Is tileacceleration level expressed in dg (re: Ig).

-- The use of Figure 2-3 requires that the acceleration spectrum level be

usec (i.e., the level in a frequency bandwidth 1Hz wide). The con-

version of either octave band or one-thlrd octave band levels to

spectrum levels is described in Section 4,0 of these guidelines.

-. II
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Table 2-1

.=.

COMPARISONOF NOISE AND VIBRATfON LEVELS AND CRITERIA

NOISE VIBRATION

-- Sound Level Criteria Description Acceleration Level

-- dB (re, 2xlO "5 N/m2) dB (re, ]grms = 9"Sm/s2)

_ (Approximate)

0 Threshold of Perceptlon -65

55-65 Annoylng -60

90 Extremely Annoying -45

120 Threshold of Structural -35
Damage_'

130 Structura] Damageof -25

_°ncern} %

>1_0 Structural DamageHighly >-|5

Pr°bable_

L_ The nature of structura damage Is generally a fatigue effect,

That isj cracks and damage slowly progress over a period of time.

1
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_ Trail c-inducec vibration is general]y a transient discrete frequency

signal. Hence, the _eak overa]i acceleration level will be quiteM.

c]ose to the spectrum level at tilediscrete frequency,

Traffic-induced ground vibration and building response Field

test data generally exhlbit maxhnum levels in the frequency range of

-- 5 Hz to 30 tlz, From Figure 2-3 it is.seen that the criteria curves

-- all Increase approximately 16 dg between 5 ilz and 30 Hz. That Is,

.... for boL_ human response and building response criteria, higher accole-

-- ratlon levels are permlttec at higher frequencies.

The discrete Frequency excItatlon that generally characterizes

traffic-induced vibration appears to be related to the vehicle tire/sus-

pension system characteristics. This excitation occurs, generally, in

the range of 5 4z to 20 Hz. The ground motion appears to be forced

non-resonant vibration of the pavement/subgrade system. General]y,

rm the pavem_nt/subgrade Fundamental natural frequency appears to be In

-- the range of 2_ Hz or greater.

-- ACOUStic noise from the vehicle source may induce both ground

_ vlbratior ano _xcitation of building structure. This excitation occurs

generally in tne frequency range above 40 Hz, The source of thls

excitation Is tilevehicle exhaust and ocher discrete Frequency compo-

nents related to :he engine cooling system. Generally, vibrations

generatea _y the airborne path are measurable but are too low in level

at tbelr excitation frequency to be perceptible. (See Section 3.6 and

-- 4.0 of these guidelines.}

2,2.1 Human Resaonse Criteria

The criteria presented In Figure 2-3 for human response to

vibration are Enose recommended by the Reference 2 study. They have

- 14
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been compared and agree with criteria proposed by other researchers

-- as reported in Reference 1. These criteria are generally based upon

laboratory tests aTmed at defining comfort and functional agility

-- boundaries for vehicle passengers. Host of the data, Indeed, is based

_ unon subjective reactions of young male military aircraft pilots.

_ Many of the psychological factors required to translate the criteria

to an occupant _n a house are described in Reference I. The criteria

presented in Figure 2-3 for human response to environmental vibration

is believed adequate for the purposes of evaluating the environmental

impact of traffic-lnduced vTbratlon.

Two important points must be remembered, however. FTrst,

-- the perception criteria level and the high annoyance criteria ]_vel

are senarated by 20 dg. This level range is easily within the range

.-- of vibration levels generated by various traffic operatln9 conditions.

Secondly, since the vibration criteria levels are based, in general,

upon subjective reactions of vehicle passengers, vehicle design and

vehicle operation on the highways utiilze the same criteria, As

described in Section 2.3, pavement SUl'face roughness _s a primary

variable defining traffic-Induced vlbration, For examplej high speed
travel on a very rough road may result in an estlmate of perceptible

-- vibration to a highway neighbor, but the vehicle generally would not

-- be operated at this condition since the passengers would p_rceive a

-- very "rough" ride and slow down the vehicle.

__ Also, the user of these guidelines should recognize that tile

5 Hz to 20 Hz frequency range associated wlth traffic-lnduced vTbration

Is not the result of chance. Vehicle suspension systems are

designed to resonate at frequencies above the most sensitive frequency

range for passenger comfort (i,e.,above 5 Hz).

15
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2.2.2 8ullding Response Criteria I

The criteria presented In Figure 2-3 for building response

to vibration are those recommended by the Reference 2 study. They have

been comaared and agree with criteria proposed by other researchers

as reported in Reference 1, These criterla are levels of constant

vibration velocity. Dynamic stresses induced in structures are pro-

_ oortional to the velocity amplitude (3). Tile nature of the bui]ding

damage from man-made environmental vibration Is generally of the form

of a fatigue failureover a long tlme period. The criteria ]ovals

presented in Figure 2-3 reflect this consideration.

Traffic-lnduced vibration is not the only source of environ-

-- _ental vibration potentially damaglng to building structure. Tile

-" highway engineer faced with evaluating alleged building damage must

-- consider all vibration sources both external and Internal to the

_ building,

One aspect of traffic-lnduced vibration that may be a unique

consideration for alledged building damage is the settlement of footings

or foundations, Low level ground vibration may result in irregular

i_ foundation settlement over a long tlme span (perhaps years). The

evaluation of this aspect of alleged building damage Is a specialized

-- sell mechanics problem. As such it can be evaluated only on the basis

-- of detail analysis of the conditions at each site. Data presented in

Reference _ may help in providing guidance in thls area.

2.2.3 Multiple Intrusions

The detail discussion of criteria levels for human response

anu building response presented above relates to a single event, For

lluItIaTe events occurring during a dally (24 hour) period, the per-

missible limits for vibration decrease wlth Increasing number of

•



omourences. Additionally, lower criteria levels are recommended

, _ during nighttime (2200 to 0700 hours) than during the daytime (0700

to 2200 hours), Criteria acceleration levels for building Interiors

In residential areas are presented in Figure 2-4 In terms of the;I

LJ number of occurrences per day. As described in Reference l_ the

complaint assessment conducted related to traffic-induced vibrations
i

! ..= indicated that 90_ of the compiaints registered were associated with
lndlvldual owner-occupied residences,

i

2.3 Parameters Governing Traffic-induced Vibration

The most difficult task in evaluatlng the potential for

• ,'_ adverse envlronmental impact From trafflc-lnduced vibration Is under-

LJ standing the lnterre]ationship between the significant parameters.

The criteria levels presented in Section 2.2 Indicate a range of
=

1_ approximately 20 dg between the perception level and the level of

_ high annoyance. Hencep the prediction accuracy and the measurement

accuracy associated with the analysis of traffic-induced vibration IsIF

rather stringent as compared to traffic noise analysis.

2.3.1 Traffic Parameters

Gross vehicles weight and vehicles speed are the primary

trafficparameters affecting ground vibration from highway operations.

L_ Ground vibration levels Increase approximately 3 dB for each doubling

_, of gross vehicle welght. Tileeffect of vehicle speed depends uponi
the pavement roughness. Increasing vehicle speed Increases ground

vibration levels within the limits of 3 dB to 6 dg per doubling of

i speed, An appropriate design value appears to be 5.2 dB per speed

doubling. Since speed effects are dependent upon surface roughness,

the evaluation of the relationship between vehicle speed and ground

vibration level must be conducted on a slte specific basis.

=

-- 17



2,O rThreahold of rlsk' of damage to'norrnai dwelling-houses wlth plastered
/"_. ceiling end walls

l.O Im/ee t't (-19.8 dB}

0.5 _"-,Threshold of risk of damage to sensitive structures_ -- -- ,S/sees (-25°9 dB)

,... RecommendedStructural Damage Threshold for
0.2 "" ,._',.. Traff'Tc-Jrlduced V|bral:fons" --- ....... .-- (-35 riB)

¢n ISO PROPOSAL ._..,Oaytime pea_ [mpufses(eomplalnta<20%)..-.Z
"_ 0.1 _ 3 IMPULSES/DAY --'--.Da__v"tTmo'-rms'(c'omp3a'i'n_s':=-20%)'-;'.-'."'_._'-" {-39.8 dB)u_ C-42,7 dB)
bA

F- 0.05

o_ 0.02

_'_ .Daytime p_ak impulses(complaints<I%) 7 -- .. ,Olin/see a , (-59.8 dR)
_o _ O,O1 _Daytima rms(complalnts,¢J%)_ 'a: ,OOTZmlse¢s (-6Z.? dR)

uJ -Night time fins(complaints < I°/°)"t.a.O05 , .O05m/see = (-65.8 dB)uJ

,¢

I 01 I02: 103 I04 IOS

NUHBEROF OCCURRENCESPER DAY

Figure 2-_. VIBRATION CRITERIA FOR BUILDING INTERIORS IN RESIDENTIAL •
AREAS (REF. 2 IVITHANNOTATION)
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As Indicated in Figure 2-It, the criteria leve]s associated

with evaluation of traffic-induced vibration are related to a number
._

of occurrences of a level during 24 hours. Since heavy vehicles wll

defline the maximum ground vibration levels of the traffic flow, tile

"-" criteria of flguro 2-_ place a constraint on the number of heavy

-- vehicles in tne traffic flow. This consideration is described in

-- Settler _,6 of one guidelines under abatement strategies,

_. 2.3.2 Pavemont/Subgrade Parameters

Pavement surface roughness is the primary factor affecting

grounc vlbraLlon generateo by highway traffic, Almost al] measures

of pavemen_ surface roughness currently used by highway engineers

are not applicable for a quantitative description of traffic-

- Induced vibration, However, as reported In Reference I, it appears

oosslble to relate the Present Serviceability Rating (PSR) Index of

a pavement to the ouantltat]ve description of traffic-lnduced

_ vibration Tlllsapproximation involves relating the PSR index to a

pavement roughness Dower spectral density description, Tiledetails

are presented In Reference I. Other references describing the con-

cepts of pavement roughness power spectral density are available in

the open literature (5), (G),
m

_ As an approximation, traffic-lnduced vibration Increases

-- II.2dB with each unit decrease In the Present Serviceability Rating

'_ {PSR) index. For ne_vpavement, an appropriate PSR value Is 4.5

-- wlth a des gn Iife_ for example, of 20 years to reach a PSR of 2,0,

-- Thus, all traffic oarameters held constant, trafflc-induced ground

_ vibration would Increase about 10.5 dg over the design life of the

pavement, On this point, however, one must always remember that the

relation between speed and vibration level appears to depend upon

surface roughness, The present avaIlabi]ity of field test data does

not allow this point to be further quantified.

19



_ Considering a typical suspension system natural frequency

Of 12 Hz and vahlcle operating speeds between 15 to 60 mph (24 - 97

km/h) typical pavement roughness wavelengths on the order of 2 to 8

ft/cycle (0.6 Co 2,4 m/cycle) appear to be most significant for the

traffic-lnduced vibration problem. Roughness amnplltudas on the order

of 0,25 Inches (6 mm) appear to be significant enough to cause per-

"-" ceptab]e ground vibration at the edge of the pavement,

-- Figure 2-5 presents a comparison of relationships between

-- the PSR surface roughness Index, as used in these guidelines, and

_ the pavement roughness power spectral density (vertical axis). The

horizontal axls Is the reclprocal wavelength of the roughness. For

comparison, representative values of the pavement roughness power

spectra density functions for gravel roads and off-hlghway terrain

are presented. Details are discussed in Reference 1..J

! _, A secondary parameter re]atlng the pavement/subgrade system

.,i to traffic-lnduced vibrations is the pavoment/subgrade mass, This

_ mass oarameter Is a function of densities of the pavement material and

subgrade material, the pavement width, the soil support value, and

pavement thickness. Considering typical values of pavement and sub-

graae _arama_ers_ IP appears that optimum compaction (density increase

of the suagrade/base materials ls the only parameter controllable on
'7

an economic basis.

Pavement surface roughness and pavement/subgrade parameters

are swo aspects of trafflc-lnduced vibrations that render the problem

-- a slte-speclflcconsideration.

20
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*' 2.3,3 Pavement Loading

In developing a quantitative description of traffic-induced

_ vibration, effects of vehTcle-pavement interaction and the resulting,._ pavement dynamic loading were obtained, These results are presented

in Reference 1. Since dynamic loadlng of the pavement is proportional"3
l

',.1 to the acceleration of the pavement/mubgrade mass_ conunentm concerning

vehicle speed and pavement surface roughness apply equally to pavement

dynamic loading and acceleration level.

2,3.11 Potholes and Other Discrete Bumps

The pavement surface roughness discussed in Sections 2.3,2

and 2,3,3 corr.esponds to a random roughness distributed over a length

of roadway. Potholesj manhole covers_ rumble strips, etc, are forms
_, of highway surface roughness that are dlscrete In character, A

generally smooth highway may exhibit isolated potholes etc. that
,,_

;. _ represent isolated sources of traffic-induced vTbrations, Since
source-recelver distances are conetant for this type of surface dis-

; I_ continuity, the consideration of potholes is different from that of

rando_ surface roughness. Abatement of traffic-Induced vTbrations

for a 'oothole" source is obvious - repalr the localized discontinuity,

Discrete surface Irregularities are a completely different

-- consldaratTon than the consideration of random surface roughness.

..- First, dynamic pavement loading rmsultlng from a tire contacting a

_. _othole or a ramp may approach 180_ of the static wheel load, For

random pavement roughness the dynamic pavement loading is no more

ttlan I0 to 20_; of the static wheel load. Secondly, increasing vehlcle

speed may result in decreasing dynanHc pavement loading for a pothole

or ramp, This is contrary to the corresponding situation for random

surface roughness,

-- 22
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These points are emphasized because many researchers have

-- utl]ized ramps or planks secured to pavements to generate and to

... report grouno vibration data related to traffic-induced vibration,

Jnless the ramp or sums configuration Is typical of the highway

design characteristics, such as an expansion joint, the consideration

of SUCh irregularltles should be avoided in evaluating the potential

For adverse lmoacL From traffic-induced vlbration.

Section 3.4 of these guidelines is devoted to the quantl-

.... tative description of nothote effects.

-- 2.3°5 Presager Ion Parameters

..J The propagation of traffic-induced vibration away from the

higllway deoendc uoon the cell characteristics and conditions between

Lj the _avemen_ and the receiver. Ground vibration highwayfrom traffic

decreases wI th distance away from the highway much more rapldly than

i _ traffic noise, n general, it appears that distances beyond 200 to
I 300 feet (62 to 91 meters) from a highway need not be considered For

I t" aaverce imoact from traffic-induced vibration.I

_-_ In general, traffic noise attenuates over open terrain at

-- a rate of ) dB per distance doubling (geometric spreading from a

-- line source) with a _ossible 1,5 dB per distance doubling excess

attenuation for 'soft site" absorption. Distance attenuation For

trefflc-lnduoed ground vibration is totally absorptive, Hence, dis-

tance attenuatiolleffects cannot_ In genera], be quoted in dB per

distance doubllng.

-- Additlonai y, the absorptive effects of soils in attenuating

grouna vibration are highly Frequency dependent. The higher frequency

-- components of sne ground vibration attenuate much more rapidly with

distance tllan erie low Frequency components,

{ _ 23
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Figure 2-6 present_ four acceleration power spectre related

to a bus passing along a two lane residential street. Rough pavement

had _esulted from repair of a sewer line underneath the near lane. Each

-- spectre is Identified as to dlstance from the edge of the road. This

.... Illustration clearly Indicates a more rapid distance attenuation for

_ the high frequency vibration.

At 12 Hz, the roadside aoeeleratlon level is approximately

-55.9 dB (re. lg) (lO.log (2.6 x 10"6) and -61t.6 dg (re lg)

(lO.Iog (3.5 x 10-7 ) at the footing. At 43 Hz, the roadside accelera-

tion level Is -65.5 dB and at the footing Is -90 dB,

Compared to the vibration criteria levels presented In

-- Table 2-1 end Figures 2-3 or 2-4 It is seen that the -54.2 dg peak

-- at 11 Hz and the -52.2 dB peak at 16 Hz for tile bedroom floor res-

_ ponse would be considered to exceed limits for residential annoyance

_ and Is approximately 15 dg below the threshold limit for structural

damage. (The owner-occupants had recently purchased and redecorated

the house, The house was approxlmately 40 years old. Their vloorous

F']_ complaints centered upon the six buses that passed their house each
week day. Their complaints were describable as extreme annoyance,

rattles, and cracks In plaster, tile and masonry. Details of this

-- and other cases are presented in Reference I.)

2.3,6 Building Parameters

Ground vibration received at a building foundation may

cause an amplification of vibration on the building Interior, The

degree of amplification depends upon tiledetails of the building

construction For trafflc-lnduced vibration, the building component

vibration appears to be tilemost significant consideration. That Is,

floor and wall vibration Is more significant than total bul]dlng

vibration.

24
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It is extremely cllfflcultto estimate accurately either the

natural frequencles or response amplltudes of building construction.

-_ Typically, transverse vibration (motion out of the plane) of building

-- Floors and walls will occur in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 40 Hz.

These v[bratlon modes represent the fundamental and the first few

_ harmonlcs of the floor or wall vibration. Above Ito Hz, vibration of

floors and wails generally comprises motion of the structure between

supports such as joists, etc. These vibration modes play a dominant

role ]n the transmission 1ass or noise reductlon of the structure and

are generally excited by noise Impinging on the structure.

As seen In Figure 2-6, the bedroom floor peak response

-- occurs at 11Hz (-54.2 dB), 16 Hz (-52.2 dB), and 28 Hz (-65,2 dg).

-- The response spectra at the footing for these frequencies Is: 11Hz

_ (-64.6 dB), 16 Hz (-67 dB), 28 Hz (-78.5 dB). Hence, the bedroom

_ floor amplifications relative to the acceleration levels at the

footing are: 11Hz (12.4 dB), 16 Hz (lit.8 dg), 28 Hz (13.3 dg).
r3

Since the peak bedroom floor response in the frequency range below

go Ha }s generally the most important for vibration perceptTon fSee

Figures 2-3 and 2-4), It is usually necessary on]y to consider this

frequency range if one must perform a spectral analysis of the data.

"_ If the structure ls relatively close to the roadway, the

,_ posslbliity of acoustlc excitation of the bu]]dlng structure exlsts.

_ n partlcular, if heavy vehicles are accelerat]ng away from a stop,

hlgh level (80 dgA or greater) traffic noise may [nlplnge on the'7
structure, The building response to the combined traffic noTse and

vlbration environment is different from that Indicated In figure 2-6.

Figures 2-7 and 2-8 present building and ground mellon acceleration

spectra, respectively, for a combined environment of traffic noTse

and vibration. The low frequency peak corresponds to the ground

-- excitation and the high frequency spectra corresponds to tbe atmnos-

onerlc excitation. The Interpretation of these two results is that

_ 26
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" the low frequency ground motion (Flgure 2-8) resulted In a non-resonant

-- forced vibratlor of the buliding as Indicated by the low frequency

"" peak In Figure 2-7, The hlgh frequency nolse-lnduced vibration of .

-- the building structure Is Indicated in Figure 2-7 by the acceleration ,

_ soec[ra above llO Hz. In Figure 2-8, the high frequency acceleration

soectra above /tO Hz Is the vibrating building shaking the groundl
q

T

The discussion of combined traffic noise and vibration

excitation of buildtng structures Is not an academic exercise, The
i

purpose of the discussion is to emphasize tile Importance of spectral

analysis in evaluating complaints of trafflc-lnduced vibration. The

presence or absence of nolse-lnduced vibration must always be deter- "T

-- mined. In partlcutar, field measurement data must always Indicate

-- Chls consideration The aspect Is discussed In Section 4.

F]
.. In the absence of field measured data, it Is possible to

ostlmate the expected ampllf[catlon of ground vibration by building

_, structure. Generally, floor vibration increases wlth increasing
building storeys. For design use, the building amplification appears

to be from -5 dB to +lO dg for ground level floors, Second storey
floors appear to amplify ground motion from -5 dB to +15 dB. Specific

" guidance is presented in Section 3.5 of these guidelines.

_-- The levels of vibration induced in a building by traffic
_ operations are on the order of magnitude of vibrations caused by

._ other household activities such as footsteps, closing doors, playing

a loud recordingp etc. Natural phenomena such as thunder, high

winds, and minor earth tremors may also Induce building vibration

tna_ exceed levels generated by traffic. Hence, on a long term

basis, the posslblliLy of Identifying trafflc-lnduced vibration as

.... a single source of building damage Is quite difficult to establlsh.

' 29
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Considering all aspects, traffic-Induced vlbratlon appears

annoyance problem, _lthough an annoyance problem,
to De an it is

'I the nature of canlplaints is mare closely associated _vlth public reac-
I -- tion to aircraft noise than pubiTc reaction to highway traffic noTse.

"- That Is when DoODle complain about traffic-Induced vlbration the

.._ complaints are vigorous and public offlclals can expect continuedaction on the par_ of the 0eonle annoyed until the problem Is

_ resolved.

i
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3,0 ESTIMATION OF TRAFFIC-INDUCED VIBRATION

-- 3.1 Outline of Esthnatlon Procedure

-- The proceaures far estimating the effects of trafflc-lnduced

-. vibratior are identical to _ne proceaures used to evaluate traffic

noise. First. a vehicle reference emission'level Is estimated for a

location adjacent to the roadway. The reference emission level Is

teen adjusted for distance attenuation from tileroadway to the receiver.

An appropqate buiIding amoliflcatlon is selected end the receiver level

is adjusted to obtain the vibration level estimate on the building

-- Interior. TilebuI1dlng interior vibratior level is then compared to

-- the approoriate criteria to estimate the impact from vibrations

-- Induced oy highway traffic.

K

3.2 Vibration Reference Emission Level

The vibration reference emission level is the basic variable

_'_ quantifying the vibration generation resulting from vehlcle/pavement
IM

Interaction The vibration reference emission level Is denoted by

r-_ the symbol. Lo. This level as usea In these guidelines, is the peak

-- vertical component acce]eratlon level measured on tileground surface.at

-- the edge of the -oaawav,

The vibration reference emission ]ev_l depends upon the

foI1owlng basic parameters:

• oavement surface rougnness

• vehicle speed"

• gross vohlc]e weight

• vehicle suspension stiffness

• oavement/subgraee mass

- The oresenc availability of data does not allow for a

comolete resolution of the vehlcIe suspension stiffness and the pavement/

__ subgrade mass effects. It Booears. lowever, that these terms do not

-- 3l
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vary significantly between vehicles of the same gross weight

-- category or between various _itos. Hence, these two parameters

-- are current y grouped as a "site constant".

__ The vibration reference emission level at the edge of a

-- roadway may be qualltatlvely grouped In the form:

Lo = A, Ioq (Surface Roughness Paraaleter) (3-1)

+ B.Iog (Speed

+ C.|og (Gross Vehicle Weight}

+ I_slte constant"

where Ap B, C, and the "site constants" are emplrlcal constants.

.- Based upon the results of Reference l, It appears that the

_ vibration reference emission level at a point on the ground surface

_ 6.5 feet (2 meters) from the edge of the pavement may be expressed as

r!
Lo = -4,155(PSR) +17,2.log(V) + IO.log(WG) -87.7, dB (re, Igrms) (3-2a)
or

L_ Lo = -4.155(PSR) + 17.2_Iog(S) + IO.Iog(_G) - 87.8, dB (re. Igrms) (3-2b)

where PSR is the Present Serviceability Rating of the pavement roughness

-- V is the vehicle speed in miles per hour

S is the vehicle speed in kilometers per hour

WG is the gross vehlcIe weight in thousands of pounds

-- WG is the gross vehicle weight in thousands of kilograms

The use of Equations (3-2) to estimate ground vibration at

trio edge of a pavement does not distinguish between lanes of trave]

on the same pavement/subgrade structure. If surface roughness varies

between lanes ellthe same pavement/subgrade structura_ use the appropriate

PSR Index for tileestimating procedure. Equations (3-2) assume

a vehlcle cruising past the observer on a roadway generally character-

_ Ized by random surface roughness. Discrete roughness such as potholes,
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etc., are considered In Sectlon 3.4.

Figure 3-1 presents a nomograph for estimating the vibration

reference emission level based upon Equations (3-2), The similarity

between Equations (3-2a) and (3-2b) allow the nomograph of Figure

3-1 to be used either for English or metric units. That is, tile gross

vehlcla weight scale is entered numerically in either thousands of

pounds or thousands of kilograms. Similarly, the vehicle speed may

-- 0e used numerically in either miles per hour 5r In kllometers per hour.

The PSR Index Is, of course, a pure subjective number and requires

flO conversion.

As an example, a 45 thousand pound (20.4 thousand kg)

vehicle cruising along a roadway at 35 mph (56.3 kmph) with an

estlmatec surface roughness with a PSR rating of 3.0 would cause an

acceleratlor level of -57.1 dB (re. Igrms) at 6.5 ft. (2m) from the edge
of the roadway. The use of the nomograph of Figure 3-I is indicated

by the dashed path for this example problem,

The homograph of Figure _-I may be used to determine any one

of the variables in Equations (3-2) if all of the other variables are

defined. For example, If one desired to limit vibration to a maximum

L_ single event level of -60 dg (re. Igrms) at 6,5 ft. (2m) from the edge

of a roadway with a posted speed of 35 mph (56,3 kmph) and an

estlmatad PSR of 2.5, then the maximum gross vehicle weight allowable

on the roadway is 15 thousand pounds (6.0 thousand kg).

•-- Figure 3-2 presents axle arrangements and code designations

for typical vehicles and vehicle combinations. Table 3-1 presents

typical maximum gross vehicle weights based upon ranges of maximum

axle weight limit (7, 8, 9). These values may be used for guidance

In the absence of local data.
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TABLE 3-1

MAXIHUM GROSSVEHICLE WEIGtlTS FOR RANGES
•-. OF MAXINUMAXLE WEIGltTS

_'_ Vehicle and Axle Single/Tandem Axle Weight Limit

'-' Code Designations Thousands of Pounds (Thousands of Kilograms)

(See Figure 3-2) ]8132 20135 22/38 24/41 26144(8.2/14,5) (9.1/15.9) (I0.0117.2 (]0.9118.6) II,8/20.0

2D 29.4 28.2 31.0 33.8 36.6
-- (II.5) (12,8) (]4, i) (i5.3) (16.6)

3A 4].6 45,2 48,8 52,4 56.0
-- (18,9) (20.5) (22.1) {23,8) (25,4)

-'] 2-Sl 43.6 48.0 52,3 56.5 60.6
.._ (19,8) (21.8) (23.7) (25.6) (27.5)

2S-2 58.4 63.7 69.0 74,3 79,6(26.5) (28,9) (31,3) (33.7) (36,1)

,.,.. 9-s2 73.7 80.0 86.3 92.6 98.9

_,_ (33.4) (36.3) (39.]) (42.0) (44.9)

3-2 77.8 85.2 92.6 100.0 107.4

(35.3) (38.6) (42.0) (45.4) (48.7)
2-S1-2 80.7 88,9 97.1 IO5.3 ]13.5

(36.6) (40.3) (44.0) (47.8) (5].5)
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2 -2 3-2

2 -3 3-3

"" 2 -SI 3-51

X 2-S2 3-S2,

_ 2-S1"2 3-$1-2

_ 2-51-5 5-52-2

7J ,_ r_]__, _-__C_;;._.--?--.-G ----- .-...........m_ ........ LF-- ........ ]
i:'l 2-_2-2 3-$2-3
i._ 'l

"I

2-$2-3 3- 52-4

Figure 3-2. A)(LEARRANGEMENTS AND CODE DESIGNATIONS FOR TYPICAL VEHICLES AND
VEHICLE COMBINATIONS
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3.3 Propagation and the Equivalent VTbratlon Level

The rasults of Section 3,2 allow the estimation of tile

peak acceleration level at a point 6.5 feet (2 meters) from the edge

of a roadway. The parameters required for thls estimation are: PSR

indexof pavement, vehicle speed, and gross vehlcle weight, The

next step In the estimation procedure is to adjust the vibration

-- reference emission ]evel for distance attenuation,

.... 3,3.1 Propagation of Vibration

In estimating traffic noise at a distance from the road-

way, t is required to consider finite roadway segments to model

the roadway-recelver geometry (IO), The traFfic-lnduced vibration

problem does not require thls complicatlon, The reason for thls is

"-I, that traffic-lnduced vibrations attenuate very rapldIy with distance
J

away from the highway. Typically_ the total time required for an

L_ acceleration level to rise from and return to a level 20 dg belowthe oeak level s on the order of two seconds for hlgh-speed traffic

and seven seconds for low speed traffic. During this Lima interval,

_._ tilevehicle Is within 75 to 150 Feet (23 to 46 meters) of the closest

passby location as measured along the roadway, The comparable situation

for _raffic noise Is a roadway distance of approximately 4950 feet

(1509meters) for a "hard" site and 1940 feet (591 meters) for a "soft"

site, Hence, from a practical standpoint, all roadways are "infinite"

for trafflc-lnduced vibration problems,

-- Figure 3=3 presents the source-path-recelver relationship for traffic-

-- Inducedvibration. The distance between the point vehlcle source and

_ the receiver varies wlth tlme as indicated, Assuming that the vehicle

._. generates a random vibration as it travels along the.toadway, the

vibration level at the receiver at any Instant is expressed asl

L{t) = Lo ÷ lO Iog(Do/R(t))-gO'log(e).(R(t)-go), dB (3-3)

)7



-- R2(t) = D2 + (Vt) 2 = D2[ 1 + (st/D) 2]

= Vehicle Speed, Constant

t = Time Relative to L(O) = 9

•,=_s 7

Vehicle Path sltl ' ' _ Vehicle

" _
- +t -t (Source)

(Receiver)

-- (a) Source-Receiver Geometry: Straight Highway Segment

-\ .

_ / - ,,,,,,

_ ',\ o°

__ / / ,'/// _._o, 0.6 \\ x_.
/ / "_ o.', \,

aelative Scnle Time, sl_l/D

I I I I I I * i+3 2 +I 0 +) +2 +3 4.11

(b) Normal izL!d Attenuation Versus RelaLive Time

-- FIGURE 3-3 RgADWAY/RECEIVER GE9NETRY
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-i
where L is the reference vibration emission level presented

.... (_cceleration love] from Eqn (3"2))

Do Is the reference distance at which Lo is deflned

-- R(t) :¢'-'_Is the tlme varying source-recelver
distance

D Is the receiver dIstance from Lhe roddway

S iS the vehicle speed (fc/secon m/set)

t is thee (seconds_ sec)

='" e Is the distance attenuation constant for the soi]
between the source and the receiver

Equation (3-3) Is totally analogous to the comparable

result for traffic noise. The first term is the reference emission

level, The second term Is the geometric spreading of surface waves

across the ground away from the source. The point vibration source

-- geometric spreading varies inversely as the square-root of the distance

--] The Lhlrd term is the distance attenuation of tile vibration due to
-- absorptive losses In the soil. The absorptive losses In the soil are

.. directly proportional to the absolute distance between the source and

.. the receiver, This term is analogous to the "soft slte" attenuation

used In traffic noise analysis (10).

Values of _ are presented In Table 3-2 for varlous soils.

As used In Equation (3-3), the absorption coefficient _ Is Independent

-- of frequency. The values of o presented In Table 3-2 were derived From

data presented In References II and 12 in terms of the "loss factor"

for tilesoil, The assumptions used to obtain the values of _ are

Indicated In the footnotes to Table 3-2.

The maxhaum vibration level at the receiver is obtalnad

from Equation (]-3) for the tlme t =0.

3.3.2 Single Event Vehicle Passby

As shown In Reference I, the equivalent (energy mean)

vibration level Is obtained from Equation (3-3) by integrating over
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TABLE 3-2

SOIL ABSORPTIONCOEFFIECIENTS

TRANSVERSE TRANSVERSE
SOIL DESCRIPTION WAVE SPEED e WAVE SPEED a

METERS/SECOND PER METER FEET/SECOND PER FOOT

• Moist Clay, Clayey Soi] 152 0.025-0.25 500 O.O08-O.OB

Silty Clay 152 0.019-D.43 500 0.06-0.13

Wet Clay 152 0.31-0.50 500 O. lO-O.15

Loess at Natural Moisture 259 0.04-0.13 850 0,01-0.004

Dry Sand 152-396 0.007-0.070 500-1300 0.002-0.023

Dense .Sand and Gravel 250 0.0]5-0.045 820 0.005-0.014

Gravel (30-60_) plus Sand & Slit 250 0.023-0.053 820 0.007-0.016

Fine Grained Sand

Water Saturated _10 0.09-0.300 360 0.026-0.091

Water Saturated, Frozen llO 0.050-0.170 _60 0_016-0.0G2

Derived from Reference II as follows: a=2vfn/c f=lSHz _=30nn/C
where q Is the soI] ]oss Factor and c is the transverse wave speed.



a passsy Lime period, -T/2 < t < T/2. The resulting expression for the

energy mean vibration eve ls:

Le = Lo+lO log(_o/sT) - 5.log(_O)-2O.log(o)_(D-Oo) + 5 log(n) (3-4)

where T Is the time aeriod for the passby.

Any set of consistent units may be used In Equation (3-4).

-- This result applles to a specific vehicleroadway combination defined

__ oy the vibration reference emission level, Lo.

For a continuous flow of N vehicles of the same gross

weight over _ time period, T, at a constant speed, s, the energy mean

vibration level for a 4iven roadway Is:

Le = Lo+10,1og(NDo/sr)-5. og(_D)-20, og(e)_(D-Do)+5.1og(_),d8 (3-5)

Any set of consistent units may be used In Equation (3-5).

For distances expressed In feet, speed in miles per hour,

L_ an_ time In hours, the energy mean vibration level Is:

,"I Le = to+ ]O.log(NDo/VT)- 5.Iog(_O)-8.686_(D-Do)-16.l,dB (3-6a)

_'I where 20.1og(e) = 8.686

-- 5.Iog(_/5280) = -16.1

In units of (feet)-I

For distances expressed In meters, speed in kilometers

_ per hour and time n aourss the energy mean vibration lev_l Is:

Le = Lo+lO.]og(NDo/_)-5.1og(_D)-8.G86_(D-Do)-12.5, dB (3-6b)

where 20-log(e) = 8.686

5,log(_r/lOOO)=-12.5

-" a in units of (meter) -I
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3.3.3 Mixed Vehicle Traffic Flow

For a mixture of vehicles of different gross weight

categories travelling along a roadway at a constant speed, s, the

energy mean vibration level at a receiver located at distance D from

-- tile roadwzy is:

-- Le = IO log{_PllOLol/IO}+lO.log(_Do/sT)-5.1og(_g)
m

-20.log(e)e(D-go)+5.1og(_), dB (3-7)

-- where N is the total vehicle count for the time period T

s Is the traffic speed (ft or m per unit of T)

-- P =NI/E, the perce0tage of the total traffic count of
veh cles in the Ith weight c@tegory

tel Is the vibration reference emission level for
-- vehicles of the Ith weight category travelling at

the constant traffle speed s

Do Is the reference distance.at which Lo is monitored

Is the sum over vehicle weight groups

Any consistent set of units may be used In Equation (3-7).

Vehicles must be grouped by weight categories representative of the

vehicle type, Table 3-I may help in providing guidance as to repro-

- sentatlve gross v_hlcle weights by vehlc]e classification and axle weight limit.

For distances expressed In feet, speed in miles per

hour, and time In hours, the energy mean vibration level for a traffic

flow comprising velilclesof mixed gross weights Is:

-- Le = ]0,1og{_piIoLoi/lO}+lO'log(gDo/VT)-5*log(_D)_=
i

_ -8,686_(D-Do)-I6.1, dB (3-8a)

where _ Is In units of (feet)-I

For distances expressed In mete rs_ speed In kilometers per

hour, and tlme in hours, the energy mean vibration level for a traffic
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flow comprising vehicles of mlxed,gross weights Is_

_,1 Le = 1O,loo{_PiloLol/IO)+IO.IoD(NDo/ST)-5.1og(_D)

-8.686_(D-_o)-|2.5, dB (3-8b)

where a is In units of (meters)-I

"_ The results presented In Equations (3-8) are general In

that tile vibration reference emission level is not expressed in termsof a specific metric. That is, Lo could be expressed as a decibel

_ evel in either displacement, velocity, or acceleration and the equivalent

levels will then be _xoresseo in terms of the appropriate measure.

3.3.4 Difference Between Peak and Energy Mean Level

The determ nation of impact from trafflc-lnduced_L
vibration must De made In terms of available crlterla. Figure 2-4

presents cr teria in terms of the number of occurrences of peakacceleratior level In a 24 hour period. In terms of a slngle

event vehlc]e pass-by, the peak vibration level at a distance g from

the roadway Is given by Equatior (3-3) with t=o(i.e,, R_)=D). For

a constant speed traffic flow on a roadway of specified roughness, the

heaviest vehicle class v_illgenerate the 'nlaximumvibration level.

Denoting the heaviest velHcle class by a subscript, z, the peal{

vibration evel is (from Eqn. (3-3)):

-- L peak= Loi+lO,log(Do/D)-2O*Iog(e)_(D-Do) (3-9)

where Loi Is the vibration reference emission level for the
neaviest vehicle class in ti_etraffic flow.

Subtracting Equation (3-7) from Equation (3-9), the

difference eetween the single event peak vibration level and tileenergy

mean vlbratlor evel s obtained. For a receiver at a distance D from

the roadway the result is:

-" 43
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-- Pi I °'AI/l°}'5° log ('_)r L -Le = 5°log (cLD)-IO .iog(gE/s T)- log lag[Z (3-1O)
! peak I

where Ai=L el .'Loi

-- Any consistent set of units may be used in Equation (3-]0).

_ Thls result Is Important in addressing complaints

-- focusing upon a single vehicle type such as buses or other heavy

vehicles passing orl a roadway. This consideration will be discussed

further under Abatement Strategies in Section 3.6.

For dlstances expressed in feet, speed In miles per hour,

and time In hours, the difference between the single event peak

- vibration level and the energy mean vibration level for a traffic

-- flow comprising vehlcies of mixed gross weights Is:

'_ Loeak'Le=5.log(aD)"10.log(D]T/VT)-IO'logfEpIlO-_I/lO}-I6,i (3"Ila)
i

'_ where _ iS in units of (feat) .1

AI=LoI"Lol

For distances expressed in meters, speed in kilometers

per nour. and tlme in hours, tiledifference between the single
event leak vibration level end the energy mean vibration level for s

traffic flow comprising vehicles of mixed gross weights is:

__ L _-I =S.log aD)-IO.Iog(DE/ST -lO.log{_p lO'bl/10}-12.5 (3-]]b)

where ais in units of (meters) "1

_I=LoI'Lol

3,3._ Percentile Vibration Level

-- for traffic noise analysis, tileequivalent sound

-- level and tileLIO sound level are common descriptors used to evaluate

44
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T- impact from traffic noise. Similarly, the determination of impact

- from traffic-induced vibration may be expressed in terms of percentile

-- vibration levels. The approach ls identical to that used for traffic

-.- noise analysis (12).

.-. For dense traffic flows, it is assumed that the distri-

bution of vibration amplitudes during a tlme period T Is Gauss_an,

(The validity of this assumption appears to be as accurate for

trafflc-_nduced vibration as It Is for traffic noise.) The vibration

amplitude distribution is then completely deflnod by the mean

vibration level, L50, and the standard deviation of the vibration level

oL •

-- The mean vibration level Is defined in terms of the

_ energy moan vibration level and the standard deviation as

,.._ LSO = Le-O.llSo (3-12)

eL=

{=_ where K2 is given by Equation (3-]4)

_ In terms of either the mean vibration level, LSO, or
£,

the energy mean vibration level, Le, the percentile vibration levels

__ aye:

-- LIO= L50+}.28o L (level exceed I0_ of time)

-- L05 = LSO+I.G/18oL (level exceeded 5_ of time) (3-13)

"01 = LSO+2"33°L (level exceeded I_ of time)

LO.]= L50+3.09O L (level exceeded 0.1_ of time)

-- These results apply to a traffic flow comprising a mixture of vehicles

-- of different gross weights,
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For m constant speed traffic flow, the energy mean

vibration level, Le, is given by Equation (3"7) for any consistent
"_ set of units. As shown in Reference I, the factor K2 (called a

-" cumulant) is given by:

t] -- _2= asT/_ (ZpllO_ol/5)/(_piioLoi/lO)2 (3-14)

i where p, is the percentageof the [ptal traffic flow-- c_mprlslng vehicles of the iLnweight category

-- Lo is the referencevibration emission level for
vehicles of the th weight categoryL .

_oi See Equation (3-16)

Is the soil absorption coefficient (Table 3-2)

- _ is the total traffic count during the time period T

-- s is the constant traffic speed

-- D Is the distance of the receiver away from the roadway

-- Any consistent set of units may be used in Equation (3-14),

(Vehicle speed, s, must be In feet per second or meters per second,)

i _ To account for variation in Lo] see Equation (3-16).

3.3.6 of the Reference LevelVariability Vlhration Emission

I The vibration reference emission level, Lo must be
1 established as the result of field tests. Section 3.2 describes an
I
i -- estimation of the acceleration reference emission level. This
=
7 -- result exhibits a variation of approxlmtely 5 dB, That Is, the

-- estimation using either Equations (3-2) or the design chart of Figure

_. 3-I, Is the expected value of the reference emission level.

As shown In Reference l or In Appendix A of Reference

(iO), the variability of the reference emission level may be con-

sidered if one assumes that tiledistribution of values of L are
O

Gaussian. For a regression analysis, the mean or expected value of the

reference emission level, "_o'Is obtalned along with the standard error

-- 46



I associated with the regression. Thus, the value of the reference

! " emTssion level is expressed as an energy average as
q
I __

Lo=ro+g.llS_o (3-I_)

Th0 value of L° given by Equation (3-15) Is Lhe value to be used

In Eauations (3-3) through (3-11). In Equation (3-1_), the following

values must be used=
-.

[oi=Loi+O.230o_i (numerator) (3-16a)

Lol_'E'oi+O°115a_i (denominator) (3-16b)

-- For an extimated value of 00=5, the reference em]sslon level is given
_ by

_ Lo ° _+g.lls(s)2=_o+2.9dg

_ _Lo=_,o.23o(s)2=_o,S.8dB

The value of _o for traffic-lnduced acceleration level may be estimated
using the results [n Section 3,2 or may be based upon site measured

Field-test data.

3,lt Potholes and Impact Factors

The results presented In Section 3.3 apply to vehicles moving

along a roadway characterized by a general random surface roughness.

That Is, the roadway surface does not contaln any abrupt variations in

surface roughness such as a potholej etc. It is common practice In

-- highway design to express the peak dynamic loading as an impact factor.

The impact factor Is defined as the ratio of the maximum peak dynamic

Ioao to the statlc load (13).
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The estimation of traffic-induced vibration resultlng from

-- _umos Is presented since such Irregularities may result from an Inten-

.-. tiona] design feature of the highway. Also, many investigators have

used ramps on planks fixed to a roadway to induce and to report"7
"traffic vibration" data.

for bumps or potholes in the roadway surface, the relation

between vehicle speed and the resulting pavement loading is totally

different than that described in Section 3.2. The prediction methods

-- for rando_ surface roughness are site specific in that pavement rough-

-- ness must be estimated. Vehicle parameters required are the speed and

tne gross weight.

For the analysis of vibrations generated by vehicles strlkIng

oumosseveral specific vehlc[e parameters must be known or estimated

as well as the bump geometry and pavement/subgrade structure. Details

of the development of the results described In these guidelines are

im]_ oresented In Reference I,

3.4.1 Bump Vehicle, and Pavement/Subgrade Parameters

Bump Geometry: The significant bump parameters are the bump

-- height, _, and the bump length, _. The height, _, is measured normal

_ to the local plane of the pavement surface. The length of the pavement

oump _, s measured in the direction of travel. The methodology

oresented in these guidelines is limited to bump geometries that do

no[ result in significant "tire enveloping" (14), Generally, the

aumo height must be less than 2 inches (50 mm) to satisfy this

restriction.

Vehicle Parameters: Tl_esignificant vehicle parameters are:

-- the vehicle speeds S; the static tire load, We; the tire stiffness, kt;

• 48
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and the vehlc]e suspension system natural frequency, fn" Many of

- these parameters can only be roughly estimated. Hence, one may hove

to work wlth typical values.

J

.-] The vehicle suspension system natural frequency may be

,_ estimated using the following reIationshlp:

fn = (2x)'I/E_s Hz. (3-17)J

where kt Is the tlre stiffness

Es ls the suspension stiffness

Ws Is the suspension weight (axle, tire, rims, etc.).

g Is the acceleration due to gravity (le, 9.gg7m/s2)

For design use the suspension system stiffness is approximately 17_

of the tire stiffness. The suspension weight Is appro×imately 12_

"- to 18_ of the static wheel load of an empty vehicle. For heavy

vehicles, the suspension system natural frequency appears to be

E approxlmately 12 Hz (1), (]h), (15).

Tire stiffness is generally''considered to be a non-llnear

I=I function of load.. As an approximation, it appears that for surface

roughness variations of 2 inches (50 mm)or Tess that linear tire

,_ stiffness Is There little available
reasonable assumption, isa

Information published concerning typical tire stlffnesses. Tire

stiffness varies as a function of internal pressurization and tlre

-- geometry (16). In the absence of experimental data, the following

result may be used to estimate tire stiffness (I):

kt : 4% d/_'E-po2/3 (3-18)

where Pc)Is the Internal pressure
d Is the tire width or" minor diameter

-- O is the tlre major diameter

49
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The tlre geometry is illustrated in the design noalograph of Figure 3-1h

This design nomograph estimates the tire stiffness based upon the

approximation of Equation (3-18), Neither Equation (3-i8) nor

"1 Figure (3-_) should be used to estimate load-deflection characteristics

-- for tires. The estimates do appear, however I to be sufficiently-- accurate for traffic-induced vibration calculations.

r-
PavementlSubgrade Parameters: The effect ofa vehicle striking

a bump is to cause an impulsive force on tile pavement, The pavement/ i_

_ subgrade sturcture Is a complex system. However, for dynamic Ioadlng i

-- generated by heavy vehicles it appears that somewhat simplified models ,!
are accurate (1}, (17).

The basic pavement/subgrade parameters required to estimate

I _ reseonae to loading are the natural frequency of the pavement/subgrade
fundamental mode end the "effective" mass of the pavement/subgrade

s.,om.
For rigid pavements the natural frequency of the fundamental

_de of a pavement/subgrade system may be estimated by the relation:

f2 = .(IIH2) (kf/mf)'(l+e)/(1+U) Hz. (3-19)p

-- wnere k f is the modulus of subgrade reaction

_ mF Is the mass per unit area of the subgrade material

¢ Is a characteristic pavenlent/subgrade scale factor

p ls the ratio of the pavement mass per unlt area to the
-- subgrada mass per unit.area,

q
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In terms of engineering constants, tile parameters in

Eauation (3-19) may be estimated as:

-- kf = EF,/H(I-vf2) mf = yf H/3g mp = yphp/g ,
(3-20)

-- : = _ (ll/b) I_ _ rap/mr

-- Where It is the subgrade depth_;(units of length)

n is the pavement thickness (units of length)c

b Is the pavement width (units.of length)

Yo is the density of the pavement material (force per unit volume)

_ yf is the density of tilesubgrade material (force per unlt volume)

g standard value of" the acceleration due to gravity

-- (9.807 m/s 2 = 32.17 f't./s2 = 386.i In/s2)

_ Ef Is Young's modulus of the subgrade material

(force per unit area)

,'7 vf Is Polssonls ratio for the subgrade material

subscript f denotes foundation (subgrede) and

-- p denotes pavement.

J,

-- As for any sell mechanics problem, experimental results

_ should ae useo if they are available, As an approxlmatlon, representative

values of subgrade material properties are llsted in Table 3-3. Table

3-4 lists representative values of kf for regions of: the United States (7).

The f,ina]pavement/subgrade parameter required is the effective

welgtlt (or mass) of the system, Based upon the model of Reference I and

- consletent wlth the above results, the effective weight of the pavement/

subgrade system may be estimated by tile relatlonshlp:

= 5.5 yf b/H'(l+p)/3 (3-21)

- e, The theory upon which these results is based assunles that H Is equal
to or ess than b/2. If H is greater than b/2 set it equal to b/2.
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TABLE 3-3

ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE VALUES FOR SOIL PROPERTIES
AND WAVE SPEEDS BY SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

CLASSIFICATION MODULUS.OF ELASTICITY DENSITY POISSON'S COMPRESSIONAL TRANSVERSE
SYSTEM WAVEVELOCITY WAVEVELOCITY

UNIFIED AASHO E, Ibs/ln. 2 y lbs/ft 3 RATIO, v ft/sec ft/sec

GW A-I 15,000 - 30,000 130 0.30 848 - 1200 453 - 641

GP A-I 15,000 - 30,000 120 0.31 896 - 1267 470 - 665

GM A-I 15,000 - 30,000 127 0.32 896 - 1253 456 - 644

GC A-I 15,000 - 30,0OO 123 0.33 915 - 1294 461 - 652

SW A-2 7,500 - 12,0OO -120 0.34 668 - 844 329 - 416

SP A-2 7,500 - 12,000 |Io 0.35 712 - 900 342 ° 432

SM A-2 1,500 - 3,000 117 0.36 316 - 447 148 - 209

SO A-2 1,500 - 3,000 115 0.36 319 - 451 149 - 2li

ML A-3 1,000 - 2,000 107 0.40 305 - 431 124 - 176

CL A-4 600 - 1,200 ]O7 O.41 246 - 348 96 - 136

OL A-5 200 - 600 90 0.42 183 - 281 85 - 104

NH A-6 75 - 500 82 0.43 I10 - 284 38 - 99

CH A-7 75 " 500 92 0.44 I11 - 286 36 - 94

OH A-7 75 82 0.45 127 38
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TABLE 3-4

REPRESENTATIVE AVERAGE SOIL SUPPORT
-- VALUES JSED FOR TIlE DESIGN OF PAVEMENTS

-- (REFERENCE7)

FHW_ CENSUS RIGID PAVEMENT
-- DIVISION MODULUS OF SUGGRADE

_- REACTION kf

-- I. _ew England 150

2. Middle Atlantic 150

3, South Atlantic North ]DO

4 Soul_ _tlantic South 200

;_ 5, East North Central lOO

F_I 6, East South Central 150
7. West _orth Centra _ IOO

!I 8. West Sour_ Central |OO _!
L.W

9. Mountain 250

]O. Pacific 200

;i
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where i = Dp/kf is the radius of relative stiffness of the
pavement/subgrade system

Dp = Eph /12(l-v ) Is the bending rigidity of the
pavement slab

E Is Young_s modulus of the pavement material
P

_ Vp Is Polsson_s ratio of tilepavement material

The effective weight (or mass) of the pavement/subgrade

system is the representative "glob" of material forced Into motion

-J oy tne vehicle dynamic loading. The effective weight of the pavement/

-- subgrade system is one of the characteristic parameters comprising

i -- the "slte constant" of the vibration reference emission level given

In Section 3,2,!- Toassist In evaluatlng the parameters used in Equations

(3-19)through (3-21)_ design charts have been prepared. Figure 3-5

presents a nomograph for calculating the modulus of subgrade reaction_
based upon Equation (3-20), Figure 3-5 presents a design chart For

_w

calculating the radius of relative stiffness of tile pavement slab

resting on a subgrada, The result of Figure 3-G is based upon the
deflnltlons of Equation (3-21).

3.4.2 Impact Factors and Impulse Loading

The impulse Ioadlng of a pavement Following tlre contact

wlth a oumn may be estimated based upon the concept of a shock

saectrum (18). Based upon avallab]e experimental data (]), the peak

dynamic loading Is modelled as the response of a one degree-of-freedom

vehicle suspension modal to a half-cycle sine wave base displacement.

-- The amaIitude of the base dlsplacement Is taken as the bump height

E and tne duration of the forcing is taken,as the time required

-- for the.vehicle to pass over the bump.
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-- Jslng this approach, the peak pavement loading resulting From

_ a vehicle traversing a bump of length C and height E aLa spend V is givnn by

Po = kth / (l-v) 0 _ v _ 1/3

-- Po = Kt_SlN(2_v/ll+v)) /(I-v) I/3 _ v _ I (3-22)

= 2_t_ COS(Tr12v) / (v 2-1 ) 1

Where v = V/V is the ratio of the vehicle speed to the characteristic

speed

_ = 2_f n Is the characteristic speed

i=
The parameters requried to evaluate Equation (3-22) are

i _ the vehlcle natural fn (Eqn (3-17));
suspension S_5 ten1 frequency,

the tlre stiFfeness, kt (experimental values or Eqn (3-18)); the

bumo height, ; ana the bump length, _. The characteristic speed
E

E represents the vehicle speed at which ti_eforcing time £/V

equals the natural period Tn _ I/f n of the suspension system,
The impact factor Is obtained by dividing both sides of Equation (3-2J)

by the sta[[c _ire load To assist in evaluating Equation (3-22) the

design chart of Figure 3-7 has been prepared,

"_-- 3.h.3 Pavement Response to Impulse Loading

_q

, The analysis of Reference I indicates that the pavement/

I subgrade system may as a multi-dagree-of-freedon system.
be nlodei Jed

Further, based upon the range of engineering parameters normally

r

J
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-- encountered In rigid _avement design, it appoaPs that the fundamental

_ mode of the navement/subgrade system may be considered separately

from the higher frequency vibration modes. Thls modelling approach

has been verified Dy field tests (17).
C,

{ The _oak aynamlc pevement loading from Equation (3-22) Is

assumed to be constant during the time that tiletire traverses the

-- Dump, That Is, the Impulse forcing of tilepavement Is assumed to be

-- rectangular with amplitude Po and a duration of _/V.

The maximum pavement acceleratlon level resulting From this

-x impulsive 1oadln£ Is denoted by Lpo and is given by:

Lpo = 201og(po)-201og(W-)+201og(JSlN(./z_)J)+6.0,dB(re.lg)(3-23)

u

wnere Po is the peak Impulse load given by Equation (3-22)

W Is the effective subgrado mass given by Equation (3-21)

= V/_ Is the carlo of the vehic]e speed to the
characteristic speed in the subgrado

v _ 21fp

2,
The accel_ratlon level given by Equation (3-23) is an estimate

,_ of the 0avement response, This estimate must be adjusted for dlstanee
between {no source (bump)and the receiver location.

-- From Eouallon (]-3), tile approximate receiver peak impulse

-- level Is estimated as:

Lp r = Loo-101og(D)-201og(e)_D (3-24)

-- wnere Lpr Is the peak impulse level at the receiver

D Is the distance between the bump and the receiver,
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The frequency content of the Impulse loading wiI| be much

lower than that generated by random surface roughness, Also, the

values of _ approprlate For use in Equation (3-23) are generally

Ioever tnan tne values given In Table 3-2. For guidance, the values

.... for a g yen hi Table 3-2 may be dlvided by 3 to indicate the low

-- frequency content of the Impulse excitation, That is, Impulse ground

-- vibrations generaceo by bumps will attenuate less rapidly with distance

-- than random ground vii)rations generated by rough pavement.

Conslderlng the low frequency content of the lmpu]se

acceleration level, building response to the impulse Is quite similar

to a very short duration low level earth tremor. Due to the short

duration of the impulse, bui]dlng amp]lflcatlon of the vibration may

be ]es_ than that resulting from traffic moving along rough pavement (1_),

-- 3.5 Bul din 9 Amo]ificatlon and Crlterla Levels

-- The results of Section 3.3 and 3.4 provide guldellnes for

-- the predlctIon of trafflc-lnduced vibration at a location away from

the h ghway alignment. This Iocatlon corresponds to the foundation of

a building. The receiver or building Occupant is assumed to be on

building Hence, predicted For the
the nter_or. the levels foundation

exc tatlon must be adjusted For bui]dTng amplFflcatlon.

-- 3.5,] _xpected Levels for Building Amplif{catlon

-- In th_ absence of field measured data. It Is possible to

--- estl_late the expected amplification of ground vibration by building

-- structure, The estimate of building amplification of trafFic-lnduced

vibration is based upon the work of House (3), Teklta (20), and

Rudder (I), The nature of the building amplification Factor, as

used In tnese guidelines, Is a simple addition of dB levels, for

example, if the acceleration level at the foundation of a bulIdlng is

6l



estimated to be -70 dg (re.ig) wlth an amplification of +lO dB

-- (re. ground vibration ]eve]) for fleers, the estimated building Floor

acceleration level would be -60 d8 (re.lg). Figure 3-8 presents a

"-_ plot of building amplification versus probability of not exceeding

the amplification. The type of building structure considered by

_ tile data of Figure 3-8 is a Frame residential house (20), The

shaded areas Indicate the degree of data scatter. As Indicated In

Figure 3-8, negative amplification (attenuation) of the ground

vibration is possible but not very probable.

The building ampllficatlon of trafflc-induced vibration

appears to Increase with Increasing building storeys. For a one

-- storey house the floor amp|Ificatlon ranges from -5dg to +lbdg. For

-- _ two storey house, the first floor amplification ranges from

t _3 "bdg to +lOdB. For the second fleer, the amplification ranges from. _.J -bdB to +lbdB. As a conservative limit, a +15 dB amplification may
i be assumed.

_J
|4all vibration may be expected to be on the order of

magnitude of the floor vibration, Considering the room to be a box,

the wall vlbratlon will be In the same ratio as floor vlbratlon as

-- the ceiling height is to the floor dimension normal to the wall. For

-- example, a 12 ft. x 15 ft. (3.7 m x 4.8m) room wlth an 8 ft. (2.4 In)

-- celllng might be expected to have a wall amplification of 8/12 = 0,667

-- (-3.5 dB) for the 8 x 15 wall and an amplification of 8/]5 = 0,533

-- (-5,5 dB) relative to the floor (21).

The results of Figure 3-8 are generally applicable to

buildings adjacent to roads wlth rondon surface roughness, For

Impulse excltation resulting from vehicles strlklng a pothole, It

can be expected that me building amplificatlen may be Tess than that

Indicated In Figure 3-8. Until additional field measurements can

refine the data, It is recommended that the values of Figure 3-8

be used,
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The application of the criteria presented In Figure 2-3

rec_Iras the est|matEon of the ground vibratlon spectra at the

- bulldlng foundation and the adjustment of the spectra based upon

-- the dynamic characteristics of tile building. Vibration analysis _
-. of extremely comp]ex structures Is posslble using large computers. !

-- gate(22}Indicatessuchan approach. It Is concelvabIethat

Formulating input data and conducting calculatlons that may be

approximate - at best - could cost more than the value of a typlcal

residence. Hence, the guidelines For buI1dlng amplIflcatlon Factors

appear both pracltcaI and appropriate.

In general, building response to trafflc-lnduced vibration -:

appears to be non-resonant forced vlbratlon. The ground vibration .i

-- excitation appears generally as a transient harmonic oscillation For :4

highway sources characterized by random surface roughness. Figures 2-6through 2-8 are typical results (pages 25, 27, and 2B), The excitation

frequencyof the trafflc-lnduced vibration is generally less than

_'] the expected Fundamental Frequency For floor vibration, The building

response Is then controlled by the structural stiffness. Thls I _,

i _ perhaps, why 2nd floor ampllflcatlon Factors Indicated in Figure 3-8
are greater than values For the first Floor.

3,5.2 Threshold Levels for Perception

-- The determinationof the effects of traffic-lnducedvibration

-- requires the application of criteria levels related to the aleasurement

_ isetrlcused. These guidelines use the acceleration level, expressed

In dB (re. Ig).
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The criteria curves presentod in Figure 2-3 (page ]3)

-- indlcate the frequency dependence of human response to vlbratlon.

- Each curve describes an 'acceptable" Ihalt for the Indicated activities.

-- Tnere can be little doubt that exceeding these limits will result in

-- complainte.

The use of the criteria presented _n Figure 2-3 Indicates

that a lower limiting value of -7Odg (re.lg) Is perhaps an approprlate

threshoTd limit for design use. In the Frequency range appllceblo to

random roadway rougnness (SHz to 20 Hz) thTs design limit wT11 allow

a marginof safety of approxlmately 3 dg to 12 dg in evaluating impact.

-- The criteria curves in Figure 2-3 represent the "combined

-- worst case x,yD or z axis" criteria of Reference 2, In the terminology

of numan response to vibration, the x-axis Is the back-to-chest direction,

_j the y-axls is the right-to-left slde dTrectlonj and the z-axis is the

Foot (or buttocks)-to-head direction, That Is, tilecriteria

consider human postures or standing, sitting or lying down._J

3.5.3 Threshold Levels for Potential Building Damage

The criteria curves presented In Figure 2-3 (page 13)

-- Indicate the frenuency dependence of building structual damage

-- potential. The criteria are based upon tile recommendations of

_ Reference (2). Each curve represents a curve of constant velocity.

The threshold for structural damage [s taken as a constant

velocity of 2.5 mm/s. This constant velocity corresponds to an

acceleration love of

-- Lso(f) = -55.9 _ 2Olog(f) dB(re,lg) (3-25)

where f is the frequency in liz.



1 i.. The region in Figure 2-3 labeled "Damages Very Improbable"

: _ covers the velocity range between 2,5_/s and 6mm/s. The Ilmltlng

ILJ veloclty of 6mm/s corresponds to an acceleration level of

: I Lsl(f) = -48.3 + 2Oleo(f) dB(re.lg) (3-26)

t. i. _• where f Is the frequency in Hz.

" _ The region in Figure 2-3 labeled ='Minor Damage Possible"t'
! covers the velocity range between 6mm/s and lOmmls. The llmiting

I velocity of lOmm/s corresponds to an acceleration level of

Ls_(f) = -43.9 + 2Oleo(f) dB(re,lg) (3-27)

t]
! _ where f Is the frequency In Hz.

The region In Figure 2-3 iabe]ad"Structure Damage Possible"

covers the velocity range from lOmm/s to 50,8 mm/s. The 50.8 mm/s

I limit Is the 2,01n,/a USaFe Blastlng"]Imlt used by the Bureau of

Mines U, S. Department of the Interior, The limiting va]ue of
50.8 _Is corresponds to an acceleration level of

l,

_ Ls3(f) = -29.7 + 201og(F) dB(re, lg) (3-28)_ wnere f is the frequency In Hz,

i
Based upon complaint data, the nature of alIedged buildingI--

damage resulting from traffic-lnduced vibration Is generally related

I -- to cracks In plaster, wall boal'd, and separated grout around ceramic

-- tiles, More serious complaints have a]iedged cracking of block and

-- brlck walls, Trafflc-lnduced vibration has even been blamed for broken

-- water pipes in residential yards (opinion of the plumber) and for broken

dishes In a china cabinet (opinion of police Investigating a vandalism

._ call),
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Except for vehlcles leaving the roadvlay and strTklng a

bulldlng, it does not appear that trafflc-lnduced vlbration can cause

_" buildingdamage on a single event basis, Any potential for buildlng

damage, it at all possible, can result only in a long-term exposure
• _ to repeated vibration excitation from both _vlthln and without the

,_ building,

The criteria curves oF Figure 2-4 (page 18) indicate

constant acceleration levels for the threshold of building damage.

These criteria are based upon the number of Intrusions of vibration

per day, In Figure 2-4, the acceleration level of -26dB (re.lg) Is

taken as the "damage threshold For sensitive structures". This

_ acceleration level corresponds to the lOmm/s upper limit of the
t "Minor Damage Possible" range of Figure 2-3 for frequencies around

I_' IOHz. n Figure 2-4j the acceleration level of -20 dB (re.lg) Is

L_ taken as the "damage threshold for normal residential struct:ures

,i with plastered ce]llngs and walls". Thls acceleration level
I_ corresponds to the lower range of the "Structure Damage Passible"

! range of Figure 2-3 for Frequencies around IOHz. Hence, the criteria

of Flgure 2-4 may be too lenient with respect to long-term bulldlng

i exoosure to low level traffic-Induced vlbratlon.

Based upon the criteria of Figure 2-3. a lower limiting

i '"_ value of "35 dB (re.]g) has been Indicated in Figure 2-4. The -35 d8

! ,,_ limit s recommenaea as a threshold For traffic-induced vibration

oasea on _ structural damage potential for long-term exposure. Thls

threshold level is an engineering judgement and Indicates a limit

above _,_hich the highway designer or planner should exercise caution.

The recommended threshold acceleration leval of -35 d8 (re,lg)

ls at least 35 dg above the louver limiting perception level for human
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ahanoyance. The highway planner or designer can be assured that very

-- strong complaints will be received before the -35 dB level Is

encountereu. (The highest overall acceleration level recorded durlng

the Reference ] study was a peak of -24.11 dg with an rms level of

-39.8 dB. This data point was for the same accelernmeter and

location as given in Figure 2-7. The building vibration was totally ._

-- dominated by response to truck generated acoustic noise (airborne path) :'

above I00 Hz. The building response to the trafFIc-lnduced ground

-- vibration was -76 dB (spectrum level) at 51.1z, ):

-- 3.6 Abatement Strategles for" Traffic-Induced Vibration

_ There appears to be no ready solution that generally

applies to the abatement of traffic-lnduced v{bratlons. Each sltuatlon

•us[ be treated as a special case. From a highway planning and design

standpoint, these guidelines provide a rational methodology for
assessing the potential for adverse impact from traffic-induced

vibration, The hlgbway designer can estimate the effects of traffic-t

Induced vibration In the planning stage.

For engineers and public officials faced with immediate

comnlaInts, the best and n_st economical abatement strategy appears

'_ to be a rapid application of good public relations. As with any

.- public relations approach, the complaint should be followed by visible

• action as soon as possible,

Public offlcials are apparently reluctant to admit that

trafflc-lnduced vibration problems exist (I). Thls is an understandab]e

atticuae since courts in the United States have awarded compensation

-- to p]antlffs a11edglng building damage resulting From trafflc-induced

vibration (A legal summary Is provided In Appendix III of Reference I).

Before 1976, there was almost no quantltlve Information concerning the

characterrstlcs of trafflc-lnduced vibration• Hence, doubts conerning

__ the appropriate strategy to use for the abatement of trafFic-induced
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vibration are understandable. Hopefully, these guidelines will "

--_ dispel many of the uncertainties associated with trafFic-lnduced

_- vibrations, That isj structural damages resulting from traffic-

"_ induced vibrations do not appear to be a highly probable situation.. i

-_ For tile purposes of these guidelines, abatement strategies

' ' I _ are c|assifled as Active Strategiesj Passive Strategles_ and

-- Defensive Investigations. At some point, field measured data may

oe required. The topic of measurement of traffic-induced vibration

is discussed in Section a of these guidelines.

3.6. i Active Strategies

-- Active strategies for abatement of trafflc-lnduced vibration

-- are basically related to the engineering parameters characterlzlng

.- the problem. As discussed In Section 2 of these guidelines, the

engineering parameters characterizing the traffic-Induced vibration

_robie_ are:

a Traffic parameters

u Pavement/subgrade parameters

• Propagation parameters

l 3u[Idlng parameters

--- The highway engineer or planner controls the traffic and

the oavement/subgraae parameters. Building parameters can only be

_ controlled _la Iota building codes. There appears to be little

benefit gained by attempting to alter the source-receiver propagation

characteristics either on or off the highway rlght-of-way.
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Pavement Smoothness: The First consideration for the

-- abatement of trafflc-lnduced vibration is the design, construction,

and maintenance of smooth roadway surfaces. Potholes, bumps, rlpp]es,

-- etc. in the pavement surface can result In perceptab|e vibrations in

_ buIIdlng adjacent to the highway. Abrupt pavement discontinuities on

_ tl_eorder of I/2 inch (13mm)may be sufficient to generate porceptable

vibration In buildings adjacent to the highway, These effects are

aascrlbec in Section 3Ji.

Even smooth highways (PSR=3.O) may excite perceptable ground

-- vibration a[ tne edge of the roadway, (See Figure 3-1_ Page 34).

-- Based upon the estimate of Figure 3-I on Equations (3-2), repairing

-- a roadway surface from PSR=I.O to PSR=3.0 wou]d be expected to abate

-- trafFic-lnducedvibration approximately 8 dB for all vehicle weights

and speeds,-ff

Vehlc]e Speed and 4elqht Regulatlon: As described In

_I Sections 3.2 {nrough 3.4, vehlcle speed and weight are primary

variables For the t rafflc-lnduced vibration problem. Vehicles

striking potholes or other types of bumps induce high impact loading
on the pavement. Thls ]oad/ng is very dependent upon vehicle speedt

weight and suspension stlfFness'parameters. Hare important, however,Is the fact that the high pavement loading results in a continued

raald deterioration of the pavement surface. Hence, a smoothroamvz_ surface may rapidly become very rough and the potentia] for

Increased probability of trafflc-lnduced vibration exists,

For random road roughness, the level of traffic-lnduced

vibrat[on appears to be a continuous function of both vehicle and

vehIcIe weignt. Vehicle speed appears to be a function of the

- pavemenp roughness. The results of Equation (3-2) Indicate that

-- decreasing posted speed limits by one-half may abate trafflc-lnduced

-- vibration approximately 5dB, This change In ground vibration |eve]
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and the resultlng decrease In building vTbratlon levels may be quite

_" significant, However, for roadways with posted speed limits of 40

miles par hour (64 km/h) or less, decreasing the speed ilmit may

increase the traffic noise generated on the highway, As described

in Sections 2,3 and 3,5, traffic-noise may induce high-frequency

(above 50 Hz) building vibration, Heavy vehicles regulated Co

move as low speeds may aggravate a sensitive sItuatloml rather than

reso_ve the problem.

Weight i'egulatIon of vehicles on tile roadway is another

potential abatement strategy for traffic-induced vibratlon. Heavy

vehla]es on a roadway are the focus of attention In traffic-induced

vibration sltuatlons. Based upon the results of Equation (3-2),

decreasing gross vehicle weight by factor of 2 would be expected to

aoa_e traffic-induced vibration 3dB. Thls may or may not be sufficientto resolve the problem, If heavy trucks of 50 thousand pounds

(22.7 thousand kg) gross weight were prohlblted from a roadways it

Is _ossible that buses and medlum trucks of approximately 23 thousand

pounes (1],3 thousand kg) would be I'identifled" as the annoyance

source since peak ground vibration levels wonld decrease only 3dg.

A combination of vehicle speed and weight regulation aimed

at abating traffic-lnduced vibration may be possible, The particular

-_ combination of vehicle speed and weight regulation can only be assessed

-- on a local basis. The methodology of these guidelines will hopefully

-.- assist i_ this respect.

Regu]atlon of vehicle weight on a roadway Implies a possible

re-routingof traffic flow. If such re-routlng is a pracblcal

alternative, based upon local conditions, the planner must ensure

that ne does not create or aggravate a problem along tile alternate route.
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' Trenches and germs: For highway traffic noise, ono potential

abatement method Is the construction of barriers or berms along the

highway, The effectiveness of a noise abatement barrier depends, In

_ part, on the source height relative to the top of the barrlor and on

the source noise spectrum (wave lengtll) (IO),

A trench cut in the ground is the abatement anaiogue of a

noise harrier for traffic-induced vibration. As Is the sltuation for

noise barriers, the effectiveness of trenches depends upon the source

-- "elevation" relative to the bottom of the trench and the vibration source

-- speccurm (wave length). The design of trenches for vibration abate-

ment Is a highly speclallzed talent (4). First, trenches must be

-- des gned based upon the wave length of the Incident vibration. The

_ wave ]ength is equal to the propagation speed of tilevibration

divided by the frequency of the vibration,

The vibration propagating away from a roadway is complex

In hut it that the Raylelgh (R) wave is the more
nacul-f_ I appears

dominant wave associated with the trafflc-lnduced vibration problem.

The Rayleigh (R) wave essential ly propagates at tile transverse or
" shear wave speed of the soil (See Table 3-3, page 53). Typlcally,

these propagation speeds are from I_0 ft/s (LI6 m/s) to about 600 ft/s

-- (183 m/s).

The genera] frequency range for traffic-Induced vibration

Is from 5 Hz to 20 Hz with 10 Hz a typlcal number, Hence, {:he wave--7

lengths for vibrations generated by highway traffic appear to be on

_he orderof 15 feat (4.6 meters) to 60 feet (18,3 meters) based

uoon the 1O Hz excitation frequency.

Trenches are usua]ly considered effective If the amplltude

-- of tne vertical surface motion Is reduced to 25% of the no-trench

condition (I2 dB attenuatlon) within a semlc.lrculararea wlth a radius

_ of one-half the trunch length centered on the trench length, For

m
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example a house with overall plan dimensions of 40 feet by 30 femt

-- (12.2 m oy 9.I m) located 30 feet (9.1 m) from tileroadway would require

a trencn aooroxhnately 150 feet (115.7m) long to isolate the house. The

_ death of the trench would have to be scaled based upon the wave length

of tne Ravleigh (R) wave. Typically, the trench depth should be 1.2

to 1.5 wave lengths minlnu_ (4). For trafflc-lnduced vibrations,

assuming a ]5 foot (4.6 meter) wave length, it appears that the trench

death should De approximately 18 feet (5.5 m) to 22.5 feet (6.9 m).

llence,to Isolate the house tlletrench would have to be approximately

150 feet (45.7 nloters) long and about 20 feet (6.1 meters) deep,

-- Trench width does not seem to be too important as related to

-- attenuation

Other tnan the obvious practical considerationsof constructing

and maintaining a aeep trench, one must consider the potential for

_ traffic noise to flank the trench and Induce hlgh frequency building

i vibration. The high-frequency building vibration may or may not be
LI perceptable, but the resulting "rattles" may be annoying.

_ !'] Berms, contrary to the analogy of barriers and trenches,

i present the possibility of attenuating both traffic noise and
L_

_ trafflc-lnduced vioration (4). By r_flecting and scattering

-- Incident Rayleigh (R) waves, berms may be used to decrease the

- ampllsuae of traffic-lnduced vibration. One propsoed use of berms

as ar abatement measure (23) Indicates an approximate attenuation of
[ --

dg per eacllI/4 wave length increase In topographic relief between

the source and the receiver. For trafflc-lnduced vibration, I/41- wavelength is approximately 4 feet (I,I meter) to 15 feet (4.6 meter).

That Is, for terralr that is generally flat between the roadway and

- the receiver, a berm of approximately 20 feet (6,1 meter) in height

- wlth an "ncluded angle of approximately 600 might attenuate traffic-

-- Induced vibration about 3 to 4 dB. Depandlng upon the size of the

building or buildings to be isolated, the length of the berm would

il



'' hove to effectively screen the building. As wlth any problem dealing
wlth wave propagation in a real-world situation, exlenslve localized

,.j testing and geotechnical consulting would be required prior to

-- initiating sucn a project.

A

3,6.2 Passive Strategies

Passive Strategies related to traffic-Induced vibration are

properly a form of public relations. The success of these strategies Is

based upon recognition [hat traffic-lnduced vlbratIon is generally an

annoyance problem. The extent to which a public agency may be able to

'-- aacress complaints is a local issue. However, some cities assign an

indivldual as a public works ombudsman just to address issues such as
1_ traffic-Induced vlbratlon complaints. Public translt systems have

i P= uitlizeo -otired drivers to visit residences to help identify situations

,- L_ In which sneedlng buses have generated comp]alnts of trafflc-lnduced

vibration. An ombudsman can see that street repairs are expedited and

I'_ improper oneratlon of vehlcles such as speeding can be minimized.

I_ The main ooint ls that the complaint is addressed as quickly as possible
I_ ana that the 0ersons complaining know that something ls being done,

. . il _ 3.6.3 DeFensive Investigations

If a preliminary Investigation Indicates that normal road

maintenance and/or other forms of public relations do not result in

,_ aoequate abatement, defensive investigatlons may be In order. Alleged

;'_ bullding damage usually is of the form of cracks and annoyance ls usually_.J

re|ated so "rattles" of building contents.

One need not usa instruments to perceive traffic-lnduced vibration.

- By standing on the edge of the roadway as a vehicle passes by, one

-- may be able to perceive ground vibration. Due to the ]ow levels of
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ground vibration generated by traffic, it may be necessary to stand

-- a long time so that several heavy vehicles puss. If ground vibration

Is Felt at the edge of the roadway and the receiving building Is

-- within approximately IOg feet (30.5 meters), the vibration In tlle

._, building may be grout enough to be considered highly annoying.

If trafflc-induced vibrations are not perceptub]e at the

eoge of the roadway and the receiver Is within epproxhnately 50 feet

(]5 2 meters), the vibration In the building may still be great

-- enough to cause a hlgh level of annoyance. (See Figure 3-8).

-- Eventually, one may have to enter tilebuilding either to

-- observe or to measure traffic-induced vibrations. Tillsis an

-- absolute technique for assessing perception to traffic-induced

vibration, As is the case with roadside observations, it may be

I_ required to observe a long time period to evalute the effects of

severe vehlc]es passing the bul]dlng. Perception, if it occurs,

_ will be quite similar to rattles and vibrations resulting from people

walking about the house. As a practical matter, never take written

i_ notes during tile observation period In u house. Always remain
courseous and in all cases, inform local police of your activity prior

to standing by a road for a long time In a resIdentlal neighborhood.

-- To evaluate the relative significance of alleged building

_ damage, It Is advisable to survey tilebuilding and to determine the

_. general type of construction and bul]ding age. If coslplalntsreach

tilepoint of potential litigation, survey buildings In the same area

of similar construction and age that are not exposed to heavy vehicle

traffic, Compile the data to determine any similar forms of damage

or deterioration that may be related to building age and normal

envl-onmental factors.
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._ One aspect of good publlc relations is the actual measurement

.... of trafflc-Induced vibration [n a building. There appears to be a

positive attitude effect on the part of the complainlng public In

"I LJ seeing technical measurements being taken. In particular, use Instru-
mentation that has at least a direct indicatingmeter. Much to the

_j surprise of the resident:, you can show hlm that normal household

activities will cause building vibration at least on the order of

magnitude of trafflc-lnduced vibration. Thls may appear to be a

"snake oi1" treatment; however, any data measured may well be available

to tne public in any event. Do nothing yourself to Hinduce_ building

-- vibration. Let the resident see what happens as a result of his normal

I daIl_ activities. In particular, it may be necessary to ask a resident

to turr off major appliances such as washers and dryers and alrconditioners

so that good traffic-induced vibration data may be obtained. Measure-

ment and analysls of trafflc-lnduced vibration Is discussed in Section 4.

i
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4.0 MEASUREMEFFTAND ANAL'YSISOF TRAFFIC-INDUCED VIBRATION

The measurement and analysis of trafflc-induced vibration is i

identlca] in concept to acoustic (airborne) traffic noise measurements.

_jj Trafflc-generated noise and traffic-induced ground vibration both com-
prise a source-path-recelver scenario, The maln differen.cesbetween

-- noise measurements and vibration measurements are related:to test docu-

-, ment_tior and to detail Instrumentation requirements. Test mathodologles

-- for traffic noise measurement are rather standardized (24), For

trafflc-lnduced vibration, however, standardization of detail test

methodologies Is nan-existent,

The measurement and analysis of traffic-lnduced vibration

must also recognize the purposes of the tests. Basically, tllevarious

types of t_sts that may be performed are categorized as:

L- o Source Emission tests: Verify the nature of tilehighway
as a source of environmental vibration. Tileresults are

comparable to Equation (3-2) for trafflc-lnduced vibra-tion and to the r_sults of References 24 and 25 for
traffic noise.

[_ ii Propagation Tests: _rlfy tilenature of the vibrationpropagation away from the highway. The results are
comparable to Equations (3-3) arld (3-4) for traffic-
induced vibration and to the results of References 24

L_ and 25 for traffic noise.

I Building Response: To verlfy the relative amplification
• of traffic-lnduced vibration by the building structure.
] The results are comparable to Figure 3-8 for traffic-

Induced vibration and of Reference 26 for traffic noise.

°I_ • Criteria Evaluation: To establish the validity of com-
L_ plaints and/or potential litigation related to traffic-

induced vibration, The results would rely upon criteria

such as presented in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. The comparablecriteria for traffic noise are generally accepted.

Tests related to source emission, propagation, and building

resnonse are basically research-orlented in that the results would

apply to refinement of prediction models. Tests for criteria evaluation
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i _ are', however, the key Issue and depend upon the engineer recognizing

ane quantlfyIng the many aspects of traffic-induced vibration. The

_ present lack of a documented and standardized data base for traffic-

Induced vibration Is, perhaps, th_ hies[ salient aspect of this problenh
h.

Accurate measurement and reporting of test data for complaint assess-

men[ and/or crlf:eria evaluation Is the issue. However, data collected

and reported as a result of complaint assaasment could form a basis

-- for Future refinement of predlction methods end crlterla evaluation.

-_ Tral_fic-induced vlbratlon appears, at the present, to be a

site sneclfic problem. That is, the various parameters ralatlng the

_ source emissions, vibration propagation, building response and criteria

evaluatlon are localized data, These basic parameters appear to bet

• SOURCE
(a) Vehicle Data - Dross Weight and Speed*

(b) Pavement Data - Surface Roughness and Structural Details*

ii _=,_ {c) Subgrade Data - r_l_nsity and Stiffness

w

(See Tables 3-3 and 3-4)
¢

• PROPABATI ON

(a) Sell Data and/or "Loss Factors" (See Table 3-2)

['_ (b) Site (See Section 3.6,1)Topography

• BUILDING RESPONSE

-- (a) Classification of Structure (Frame, Masonry, etc.)

-- (b) Age of Structure

"- (c) Measurement Location (Storey, floor, etc.)

._. The above Is not necessarily a "shopping llstH of everyllHng that may

_ or may not be very Important at a site. However, the conduct of field

tests of traffic-lnduced vibration may require a rather extensive and

thorough slte documantatlon. Available data, however, seem to indicate

-- ": The tneory of Reference I indicates detail vehicle dynamic parameters
reeulred to evaluate vlbratlon source emissions.
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i that large site-to-site variations in levels of traffic-induced are not
r

i readily aamarent. Hence, the quantitatlve effect of varying a single
parameter is not immediately evident in the form of potentlal abatement

an(J/or "elief from traffic-induced vibration (See Section 3,6). The

combinatlon of heavy vehicles, rough pavement, and residentlal struc-

"m turas close (100 feet or 30.5 m) to the pavement are the basic

_" Ingredient for a complaint.

These guidelines are prepared to provide general direction "i

_ to the measurement and analysis of trafflc-induced vibration data.

The sp_clfic nature of traffic-induced vibration is addressed In des-

criblng instrumentation and appropriate methodology for data reduct_mn,

4,1 Instrumentation Operating Envelope and Characteristics

"_ The genera] characterlstlcs of traffic-induced vibration are

L_ the form of a transient forced vibration. The duration of the signals typically 5 seconds or less. The frequency content of the data is

generally discrete - almost pure tone - in nature, For ground vibra-

tion Induced by highway traffic, the frequency range containing

signiflcant data is 2 Hz to 50 Hz, The generation of traffic-Induced

vibration above 50 Hz appears to be related to acoustic (airborne

path) noise from the traffic.

-- Typically, the amplitude range required for mon]torlng traffic-

-- Induced vibration will be from 10"h grins to 10-I grins (-80 to -20 dB

-- (re. 1 grins)), Since vibration instrumentation may be either displace-

-- ment-sensitive, veloc]ty-sensitive, or acceleration-sensitive, the

_ Instrumentatlon operating envelope for traffic-induced vlbration

measurenlonts is presented in the format of Figure Jl-1. In Figure Jt-l,

tile horizontal axis is frequency and the vertical axis Is velocity In

meters/s, Axes for displacement in meters and acceleration in

meters/s 2 are indicated, The shaded area Is a reconlmended operating
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- l

envelope required for instrumentatlon used to monitor trafflc-lnduced

_'_ vibration. All elements of an Instrumentation system (transducers,

• amplifiers, meters and/or recorders) should exhibit linear frequency

' -3 response _, wIthln thls envelope. A llO dg dynamic range on instrumenta-

--- tion is quite adequate to characterize the data, A good basic technical

-- discussion of seismic Instrumentation is presented in Chapter 9 of

Reference 4.

I

The Interpretation of Figure I1-I is really quite simple.

For a pure sine wave of frequency f=(o/2_ Hz, tl_e magnitudes of the

vlbraHon dlep]acementj velocity, and acceleration are related as

follows:

.i

-- • Velocity (X) and Acceleration (X) in terms of Displacement (X):

__ _ ,0 2
X,={oX = 2_IfX X =co X = (2_rf)2X (4-1a)

• Dlsplacem_-nt (X) and Acceleration (X) in terms of velocity (X):

x - x/_ = x/(2_F) 'x'= cox= 2_fx (_-2a)
I r7

, ,1

• Displacement (X) and Velocity (X) in terms of Acceleration (X):

X = X/co2 = Xl(2_rf) 2 X"= X/co = X/(2_f) (l_-3a)

The underlined expresslons In Equations (11-1) and (4-3) are the relation-

_ ships used to relate the displacement and acceleratlon magnitudes to

; velocity In Figure 1t-1. Hence, depending upon the type of transducer,.J

employedp equipment may be selected to measure trafflc-lnduced vibration

_'- data If the operating characteristics comply to the envelope presented

hl Figure 4-I. The user must remember that tilecriteria presented In

"; Figures 2-3 and 2-4 are based upon acceleration. By measuring either

displacement or velocity Instead of acceleration, the frequency content of

r-- tile vibration data must be determined to use the acceleration criteria

._ directly,

' 1

J _ An exception Is taken In the case of the frequency weighting charac-
terlstlc for acceleration described In Reference 2,

I !
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-- Concerning the requirement for frequency analysis of traffic-

induced vibration, the discrele froquenc;y nature of the data shspllfles

k._ the analysis requ'remcnls considerably, Figure 4-2 presents a typicalacceleraLion time-hlslory For Lhe vert]cal component ground motion at

a distance of 25 feet (7.62m) from Lbe edge of the pavement. The

recora is for a neavy truck passing by at 35 miles per hour, The ver-

tleal axis is acceleratio¢ in "gravity units" or "g's". The horizontal i

axis Is time "n seconds. By counting positive or negative peak._per

second (one positive and one negative peak per cycle) one obtains an
-- #

estimate of 8 or 9 cycles (peaks) per second. Hence, all osc]llograpl

-- record [s auite aaequate to estimate the general frequency characteris-

tics of traffic-induced vibration provided that the 50 Hz upper frequency

,_ limit ir Figure 4-1 is recognized. This IimiL is recommended so that

hlgh-freauency noise-induced vibratlon does not contamlnate the data

,_,!1 (See Figures 2-7 an 2-8) and preclude a simple form of frequency

analysis SUCh as described above, The 50 Hz upper frequency limit can

n_ achieved by [nserL|ng a low-pass filler in the Instrumentation,

Figure 4-2 introduces some terminology common Lo vlbratlon
engineers, The terminology is as follows:

J_
• Peak Amplitude, X peak: Either the maximum value or the

minimum value of the oscillation in one cycle. For
_ transient data, such as Figure 4-2, the peak anlplitude

wtll denote the maximum value during the entire time
_ record.- I

.,_ • RMSAmplitude, Xrms: The root-mean-square value of the '
L_

vibratlor amplitude. For discrete frequency data the

] rms amplilude Is, Ideally, Xrms = Xpeak/,/_- '

i'j
The parameter, X, _s used above may denote either a displacement, velocity,

-- or an acceleration amplitude,

- Vibrat|on data may be expressed [n decibel units just as the

commonpractice for noise analysls. Tilevibration data is then called

._. a vibraLloe level in dB, The vibration level Is defined as:

-- L = lOlog(X/Xo) ;! dB (re, Xo) (4-2)
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-- where X denotes either a disnlacement, velocity, or acceleration

Xo Denotes a reference value of displacement° velocity or
acce]era lion,

I

The usage of tile dB scale for vibration data Is quite prac-

-- tical, However, Lhe reference value must always be quoted - especially

-- as to wnetller the value Is a peak amplitude or an rms amp|ltude. The

-- above should not appear confusing; especlally i f one considers that

traffic noise monitoring is really the analysis of transiont vibration

.... of the air with noise levels referenced to an rms pressure of 2 x 10 "5

N/m 2.

For vibration aaca characterlzed a discrete frequencyby

signal, lh_ vibration evel is called a spectrum level. The spectrum

-- evel ls the level in a frequency bandwldtb 1 Hz wide. The vertlca]
! _ sca]e in Figures 2-6 througn 2-8 is in units of "g2/Hz" or power per unit

f_ bandwidth. The soectrum level is simply ten times the logarithm of

_ this number. The total power of the signal between any two frequency

_ limits is tne area under the spectra between the frequency limits. The

]ow frequency conEenc of trafflc-lnduced vibration data is the Important

characteristic (See the Criteria of Figure 2-3). Hence, If Instrumen-

tatlon Is sensitive to hlgh frequency components, the hlgh frequency

data wl _ dominate tne tara Dower and obscure the low frequency data.

-- For the leasuremens of traffic-lnduced vibration, a low-pass filter

-- with an uDDer frequency limit of 50 Hz allows the use of the overall

-- vibration "evel as a single number metric for criteria evaluation.

_, This conclusion Is based upon she general observation that traffic-

_ Induced vibration, as measured on the ground or In buildings, ls almost

a discrete freouency or "oure tone' signal,
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For example, the inset in Figure tl-2indicatas a level
recording of the data fo tlletlme-hlstory. The vlbratinn level Is

expressed In dB (.re,1 grms) and represents the overall vlbratlon level

. i LJ from 2 llzto lOOO llz, The maxhsum vibration level is -50,5 dB (re,

• 1 grins) or:- ,'.3
• Lmax/2O (i)10-50.5/20
: "I amax = aolO = = 2'985xi0"3 grins

LJ
The maximum rms acceleration is converted to the maximum peak accelera-

' tlon by multiplying by _ to obtain:[:. +_

• ,.J"_ apeak = V"2amax = 4"222'10"3 gpeak

I

I_ ' and L peak 101°g(4'222'10"3)2 47,5 dB (re, l gpeak),

;_ _ From the tlme-hlstory of Figure 4-2, the maximum peak acceleration Is

.. +D.OO5 and -0.0045 g. Hence, the assumption of a pure tone signal

I_l appears appropriate for the conversion of rms values to peak values.f
M

If it Is required to conduct frequency analyses of traffic-

_ Induced vibration data, the transient characteristics of the data must

be recognized, TileInset In Figure 4-2 Indicates that the acceleration

data within 20. dB of the peak persists for approximately 5 seconds,

For traffic noise data (25), the duratlon of traffic noise level during

noise emission testing Is typically on tl]eorder of 2.5 seconds to
the 6 dB down points, Hence, averaging time of the frequency analyzer

must be considered, It is recommended that, if a frequency analysis; i

-_ of the data is required, the maxinlun) band levels during the transient

• '"i be reported, Due to the low frequency content of the data, 1/3 Octave
-- Band analysis Is the widest recommended Filter bandwldtll appropriate

,._ for the trafflc-induced vibration prob|em, Such anal.ysistechniques

_. Imply tape recorded field test data ahnilar.to that used for traffic

!'I
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,_ noise testing, The low frequency content of the vibration data requlres

,.. FM recording rather than direct recording common to noise analyses (27),

Figure 4-3 illustrales a typical data recording system for monitoring

traffic noise (direct record channel) and traffic vibration (FH

racer0 channel).

Ih2 Multl-ghanne] Instrumentation Requirements

-- The requirement for multi-channel Instrumentation to monitor

-- trafflc-induced vibration depends upon the purpose of the tests and the

availab e Instrumentation budget. To conduct propagation tests and

building response tests, simultaneous measurement of vibration data at

separated locations is required. Whether or not this Is best achieved

using several single-channel systems or a single multi-channel system

Is probably personal preference.

m_

C_ LJ The total descripl:lonof seismic vibration requires the
measurement of three components of the ground motion: ]ongltudina],

i tranavarse, and vertical (4). For  urface(Hayleigh)wavepropagation
" _'_ the vertical component is the greatest in magnitude and attenuates most

! slow]y wlth distance (4), (28). Additionally, the theory of wave pro-

F] pagation in simple elastic systems Is mathematically complex and

.- experlmenta] verification is dlfflcult, By comparing relative magni-

tudes "t appears that basing experimental results on only the vertical

comoonan_ of the ground motion could, at most, result In an error of

approximate y 3 to 4 dg for an idealized test. One must remember,

-- lowever, that the vehicle dynamic forcing of the pavement and the pave-

-" meat resoonse is dolldnantlyin tile vertical direction. Furtller, the

-- forcing and the response of the pavement {s a random process and when

-- viewed oya fixed instrument location adjacent to the pavement is a

__ non-stationary random process. Hence, the simultaneous measurement

of three-component ground vibration at a single location should not be

a dominan[ consideration in determlnlng multl-channel Instrumentation

requirements for trafFic-lnduced vlbration. It appears that the measure-

n_nt of trafflc-lnduced vibration requires only the vertical component

of tllec-ound motion.
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From a practical standpoint, each transducer should hove an

Indepenoent amp]ifler and indicating meter. The amplifier ls required

to set appropriate levels for each chbnnel and the indicating meter is

-- to ensure good signal quality during the test. The ampllflcatlon should

cover a 4gdg range so that wllon coupled to the transducer sensitivity,

oeak levels fail in the operatlng envelope of Figure I{-I. A dynanllc range

• _ of 4g dB for eacb channel appears to be very adequate For tile traffic-

Induced vibration problem,

"- /I,3 Slta Data to be Rocorded

-. The basic data to be measured to document vibration induced

_ by highwaytrafficare:

I Maximum or peak vibration level

• gondnant Frequency of vibration

• Duration of vibration above a ]eva] AdB below the
-- peak (Ig dB minimum).

These data reflect thai:even for dense high-speed traffic
I

'_ Flows each vehicle appears as a distinct single event vibration

source. Figure it-/{ presents a typlcal road-slde measurement For a

]ace] sl:ree!: and Figure tl-5 presents a typical road-side measurement

i -- for an Interstate highway, Tile significant aspects of Figure tl-tt and
1t-5 are:

z • Each vehlcle appears as a distinct source or peak

-- • Minimum leve]s are beIol_ the perception threshold
level (Sea Figure 2-3)

I • Haxlnlum Ieve]s are comparable between sites (in
-- the range 0f'-55 to -/IO dB (re, I grms)).

I__

-- The remainder of the data to be recorded at the site cam-

_. prises documentation of the measurement locations and the documentation

and/or measurement of vehicle and slte parameters. The experlmenta]I

program can be guhled by the discussion of Soctlon g.3 and the theory

of Section 3,
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E]GURE 4-4 - TRAFFIC-INDUCED GROUND VIBRATION: RESIDENTIAL STREET
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r'- As a minimum, the pavea;entsurface roughness and the slte[

'- soil classification should be estimated, in a purely technical sense,

-- Dne would determine the surface roughness power spectra (See Figure 2-5

-- and ]References 6 and 14). The costs of such tests, hovlover, would

_ probably exceed the costs of the vibration tests, From a practical

standpoint, photographs of the surface sh0u]d be taken and a standard

description of the pavement coddltion (29) should be reported, If

possible estimate the PSR (Present Serviceability Rating) of tilepave-

ment roughness. Document the location, depth or height, and width of

al" potholes and/or bumps on the pavement within IDa F{_et(30.5 m) on

-" either side of the closest measurement point to the roadway, The

-- numoer and widths of the traffic lanes should be reported as well as

-- the posted speed l lmlt,

_. It ls desirable to also document pavement/subgrade data and

slte salI classifications if posslble, The presBnt Hstate-of-the-artH
{.

LJ of trafflc-lnduced vibration prediction does not warrant special soil

testing specifically For the purposes of measuring vibration levels,
However, if one can obtain such data from other sources, it should be
reported.

LJ As a minimum, the pavement type (flexible or rigid) and soil

_-_ classification (See Table 3-2) should be raported. Other data to be
,!

_ repor_ea, If available, are:

• Pavement Thickness, Material, and Density

• Subgrade Depth to Firm Base

i • Density of Subgrade Material

! ,i



4.A Site Calibration Measurements

Slte calibration measurements comprise the determination of
i --

vehicle vibration reference emlss[en levels such as presented in

Section 3.2 {See Equations (3-I) and (3-2)). For randonlsurface

I roughness the basic form of tilesite "calibrat[en" equation Is

-- Lo = A']o9 (Surface _oug nets Par;,meter) ".
i

[}'log (Speed)

-- + C'log (Gross Vehicle Weight) (4-3) ;

- "site constant".

!
__ "!

The above functional relationship is for a reference lecatlon, Do,

along the side of the roadway off tile pavement. For traffic noise .'!

i _ emission t_sting, the standardized reference distance is 50 feet '!" i
_J

(15,2m). The reference distance for traffic-induced vIbration Is not
i

" _I stand_rdizeo.A_ indicatedin Section3, the predictlonresults quoted

i :J are o.o oferoooodistanceof feet(2m tort)fromthepavement
!! edge (aanroxlmate y half a lane width). For all of the prediction !

,_ '
equations in Section 3, the parameter DO has been explicitly stated
since the distance is no_ s_enaardized.

i Two l}aslcconsideratlens must be made to establish a refer-

I "_ ence olstance for site calibration measurements. First, the reference
-- distance should ae Far enough away from the edge of the pavement/sub-

grade st-uesure so tna[ the measurenlentlocation is in the "far

-- field" of the vibration source (vehicle/pavement system), Little

-- guidance can De given for tne exact coupling characteristics of the

-- paveJ_lentto _ne suograoe one the transmission of vibration to the sell

system immediately adjacent to the pavement, It Is evident, however,

that significant vlbretlon attenuatlon does occur inlnlediatelyin the

area ad.jacens to the pavement, Reference 30 indlcates a consistent

20 dB attenuatlon of oiling vibration from the piling to the adjacent

,I 92
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. soil. This attenuation may also be frequency dependent. It appears,

however, that for the trafflc-lnduced vibration problem, the selectlon

! '-" of a referencr=distance on tileorder of one to one-half lane widths

.... is sufficient if the site characteristics meet tilenext consideration.

_ The second consideration in selecting a referencedistance

For slte calibration of vibration levels is that tile transducer should

not be attached to pavement, slabs, or other structures that may be

adjacent to the roadway. The transducer should be In contact wii:h tile

parent soil below the surface root or top soil. Figure /i-6 presents

a sketch of a support plate For aticaching a seismic accelerometer to

the ground for measuring vertical component motion (l). The support

plate Is "attached'tto the sol] using Four common "gutter" spikes.

-] As indicatedIn Equation (4-3), four parametersare required

to establish the specific form of tilesite ca]Ibratlon equation.

i: These Four parameters are the coefficients A, B, C, and the Nslte

constantH, In the form of Equation (4-3), the surface roughness and

the vehicle speed are presented as Independent parameters. The

available theory, however, indicates that the contribution of vehicle

speed to the vibration level depends upon the pavement surface rough-

ness (I). Also, tile available theory Indicates that gross vehicle

-- weight is appropriate to dlstingulsl between vehicle classes such as

-- light vehicles and heavy vehicles but, for a specific vehicle, depends

-- upon details of the vehlcle weight and the dynamics of the suspension

_ system. The "site constant L' appears to be related to details of the

_.1 pavement/subgrada structure and would include coupling losses between

tilepavement/subgrade system and the adjacent parent sell system. A

refinement of the site calibration equatlon could be formulated.

However, such a formulation would expand "site calibratlon H from a

rather shllple task to an extensive research project.

iL
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To conduct a slto ca]ibratlon, the basic parameters are:

-- • surface roughness

-- $ vehicle speed

a gross vehicle weight,

The most difficult parameter to estimate quantltatlveIy Is

the 'surrace roughness", Figure 2-5 presents an approximate relation-

shlp naslv_en the surface roughness power spectral density and the

Present Serviceabl]ity Rating. By estimating the rms surface roughness

-- ampiitude using tile result of Figure 2-5, one obtains amplitudes on

-- _ne oraer of 0.125 inChrm s (3.2 mmrms) For PSR=I.D to 0,020 Inchrm s

-- (0.5 mmrms) for PSR=5,O. Thls Is done by Integrating the surface

;_ rougnness spectral density formation over wavelengths from 1 foot

(0,3 m) to 50 feet (15.2 m). These estimates are consistent wlth

Toklta (2) who quotes rms surface roughness omplltudes on the order of

: _ mmtO /= mm. Cralgs (31) reports values of rms roughness as 0.168

'ncb (4,3 ram) for a "Fair highway" and 0.098 Inch (2.5 ram) For a
"snoot- highway". Tile accurate measurement of the rms surface rough-

___ noss am0lltude ls perhaps as difficult as the measrument of the
roughness spectral density, The quantitative description of surface

rougnness in a form other than a power spectrum on a measurement of
-- the rms amplitude will be as difficult to obtain and perhaps not as

accurate. Tile PSR relationship indicated by Equation (3-2) Is such

an a t tempi:.

As an alternate, roadways may be c]assifled as "smooth" and

"rough" and tlle resulting experimental data grouped and analyzed

accordingly, In thls instance, the surface roughness parameter would

_e grouDea with the "site constant". Tileresult may be o greater

-- "data scatter"_ but the present data base does not allow the estlma-

-- tlon of trio data scatter.

..
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A_ indicated by Equation (4-3), tile"speed" term applies to

-- the vehlcle passing along the roadway adjacent to the site. The dynamic

'-- pavement loading produced by a cruising vehicle is proportional to the

.-_ vehicle speed raised to a power (l.e., vn). Tilevalue of tileexponeat,

_ n, depends upon tile surface roughness.

--, The "Gross Vehicle Weight" term in Equation (4-3) is an

approximation to theoretical estimates of tilepavement loading. It
M

appears, however7 to be appropriate to conslder only gross vehicle

weight Instead of a more complicated equation. The basic parameters

- which might be included in lleu of gross vehicle weight el'e: axle

weight and total tire stiffness for the most heavily loaded axle.

Ground vibration data do not exhibit any characterlstlcs that indicate

_ speclflc axles on a vehicle as a source. That Is, the entire vehlcle

"appears" as a slngle source. However, the dynamic pavement loading

Is proportional to the total tlre stiffness supporting an axle. In

terms of the stlffness of a single tire (See Section 3.4.1), due] tlre

systems have twice the stiffness and dual-tandem tlre systems have

four times the stiffness df a single tire.

'_ The "site constant" term In Equation (4-3) conlblnesseveral

f_ effects that are difficult to estimate theoretically. The most
LJ Importantaspect of the "site constant" is the "coupling loss" between

-. tile pavemont/subgrade system and the parent sell adjacent to the

pavement Other parameters that might be grouped with the "site con-

stant" are the mass of time pavement/subgrade system and tile pavement

stiffness (See Section 3,4,1, pp, 50 to 55). Such detail, however,

does no_ appear warranted at the present time since it is not possible

to estimate "coupling losses" accurately. It will be good experimental

-- practice, however, to document tlmepavement type as "flexible" or

'rlgld" during a site calibration test. The data would then be grouped

-- to yield predlcLion equations for vibration emissions applicable to

either flexible pavements or rigid pavements,
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The above discussion Is not intended to cloud the issue of

"- site callbratlon testlng but to present a discussion of the aignif:i-

-' cance of each term in Equation (11-3), By documenting the site, the

-- vehicle(s), and tile speed(s) correspond ng to the measured vibration

LJ data, a consistent data set wi[] result, To obtain the specific

values for the slt_ calibration equal;ion, a multi-variable regresslon

analysis is required. Such procedures are identical to that used for

oeveloping noise emission predlctlon equations For trarflc noise pre-

diction models (25),
4"

Site calibration tests should be conducted to achieve as

wide a range of parameter variations o[_ vehicle speed and weight as

-- possible. To achieve this variation one should use light we ght

-- vehicles sucn as automobiles or station wagons, medium weight vehicles

(medium trucks and translt buses), and heavy vehicles (heavy trucks

witl" more than 3 axles), The speed range should correspond to limits

appropriate for the vehicle cruise condition. This requirement is

comaarable to that used For standard vehlcle noise emission testing (25).

5 r_ it is not recommended that HbumpN tests be utl]ized For the

" _uroose of site calibration (See Section 3,4). Any surface roughness

_, '=_ condition or vehicle operating mode that allows the tires to suddenly

"J "launcF" ana Impact the pavement ivill result In erratic data scatter.

The data scatter may be reduced using the concept of an Impact factor

ano =no -esu]ts of Section 3,4 of: those Guldelines, However, very

' .,- saeclflc data concerning the vehicle suspension system, vehicle speed

and "bumo geometry" are required, If the site surface roughness is'

sucn I:nal: vehicles impact a natural bump, ti_e bump geometry and loca-

tion relative to the transducer should be noted in the site documentation,

_ :i 97
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4.5 Criteria Eval uat Ion

! "_ Criteria Evaluation I_eaeuremonts comprise tests to determine

t -- the seve"lty of traffic-Induced vibrations resulting from a coraplaint.

-_ Such tests should be conducted using the traffic source present at the

i -- site In oruer to quantify Lhe nature and the severity of a complaint.

.. Measurements should, preferab]y, be taken in tile building at locations

_ identified by _ho occupant, Guldance as to exact instrunlent location

and d[l'eCtlon of the measure[nonEs can on]y be stated In general tel'Nls.

Basically_ the direction for r_leasurolnents should be vertical for

footT-gs and floors and horizontal for walls. It will be difficult

to attach instrumentation rlgidly to building interlors without: damag-

-- ing finished surfaces. This is perhaps the most difficult aspect of

i _ conducting measuremenl:s to evaluate a complaint.
If it e not possible to locate instrumentation In the build-

lag Interior, measurement locations around the building must be selected.F!.
As a "ule, nowever_ locate the transducer as close as possible to the

foundation. Coupling losses will occur between the foundation and the

sell described in Section 4.4. In this situation, the groundparent as

vlbratlon measurements must be adjusted for "bul]dlng amplification".

The vlbratlon magniflcatlon of a bullding can only be rough]y estlmated

using etner the results of Figure 3-8 or similar data that may be

-_ ava'lable. The aegree of accuracy of this procedure Is open to doubt

-- unless l:nemaximum levels of traffic-induced vibration are at least

.-, 20 dB below l:he criteria levels of Figure 2-3.

As an example of the procedures to b_ used to evaluate a

coelpla[nt -eference is made to Figure 2-6 and the discussion on page 24.

For a sample of six buses passing along the two lane street the follow-

lng maximum ,ms acceleration levels (dB. re. 1grins) were measured.
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Standard
Bus //I #2 I/3 #4 //5 I/6 Mean Devlatlon

(Lrms) floor -51 -51 -57 -51 -57 -57 -54.0 3.3

-- (Lrms)rootIng -51 -51 -63 -47 -57 -57 -54.3 5.8

.- _¢,_'Ampl]flcatlonO O +6 -4 O O 4-0,3 3.2

_. The frequency of tilefloor vibration was in the range of 10 IIzto 16

Hz, (See Figure 2-6.) Tile frequency of the fooling vibration was In

the range of 12 Hz. Figure 4-7 presents tiledata plotted on the cri-

teria curves of Figure 2-3, Even considering the data scatter (mean

level plus tllree standard deviations), the maximum vibration levels are

approximately 12 dB below the indicated "structural damage threslloid" l

- and 20 dB below the "minor damage possible" curve. Based upon the j

-- crltel-ia_however, it is Indicated that the occupants would be highly i

annoyed, They were. Figure 4-8 ipdicates this data relative to the i

number of occurrences per day, I

This example also indicates the extent to wlllchthe use of

the "bullding amplification" data of Figure 3-8 is sufficient. _or a

one storey house, the estimated amplification for a probability of not

exceeding of 0,9 is about 10 to 15 dB. For the mean value of -54.3 dg

(re, grins)for tilefooting In the above example, one would estimate

-- resulting Interior levels of -44.3 dB to -39,3 dB. The measured floor

-- acceleration level was -54 dB and tile standard deviation Is 3.3 dg,

-- For a peak level 3 standard deviat[ons above the mean, one would

estimate a l'probab]eworst case" of -44.1 dB, Hence, the experimental

values seem to be consistent wlth the approximation procedure.

In any event, to evaluate criteria It Is required to obtain

the building response spectra to the transient input. Figure 4-9

Is an example of a I/3 Octave Band spectrum for one of the bus pass-by

measurements reported above. Tilespectra are each related to a pro- ,.

babillty of exceeding a level for the transient data, It is evident

__
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that to properly describe the vlbratlon, peak levels in each I/3

Octave Band are required, Hence, the resulting spectra are, properly

speaking, "energy snectra rather than "power" spectra (32, p. I06).

To use tne "neak" or O.1 oercentile level spectra of Figure 4-9

-_ relatlvo so tne criteria of Figure 2-3, it is required to convert

the banc leveis te spectrum levels (32). The conversion is:

LsDectrum = -band - 101og(Ar) dB (4-4)

wnere zxf is tl_eFilter bandwidth

, For example, tne conversion of the data of Figure 4-9 for the I/3

Octave Band center freouencies at lO 12.5, and 16 Hz is:

'] fc, IIz 10 12.5 16
" Lband -52. -52.5 -52 dB (re. lgrms)

Af 2.30 2.90 3.70 (See Figure 4-10)

Lsi_ectru m -55,6 -57.1 -57,7 dB (re. lgrm s)

The s0ecsrunl leve of -57 dB (re. lgrms) corresponds to the "bus #3 I'

"" even[ _tesenlz_a Bbove.

4.6 Site An}blentMeasurements

The documentation of slte "ambient" v]bratlon levels is an

ImportantaSpeCt eF she trafflc-inducea vibration problem. The reason

for thls is snat maxlmunl levels of traffic-induced vibration are

generally about 20 _o 40 dB above the ambient levels of ground vibra-

tion. For data measurea n buildings, vibration generated by normal

-- activities such as footsteps, closing doors, alr-conditionlng system

vibration, esc., can easily exceou levels generated by highway

traffic, Thls aspect of the oroble._does not elter the "intruding"
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nature of trafl_ic-lnduced vibration and the resulting "annoyance".

People are generally sincere in their complaints. However, the

documentation of amalent vibration levels Is extremely important

relallve to assessment el _ bulldlng danrage, Intruding levels of traffic-

"_ induced vibration may occur only a fm,i times per day, The number of

-- occu rencea of footsteps, closing doors, or cycles of vibration from

-- mechanical equlomen[ that may occur per day Is very largo compared

._ to _lle number of traffic intrusions. Building dan}age, If It Is alleged,

is one result of a long-term Fatigue effect, That is, both level and

"number of cycles must be considered. Although it is probably

"._osslble in tile case of building construction to relate vTl_ration

level from any source, to structural dan]age as a function of "number

of cycles", It Is highly probable t:hat the more frequent high level

llsourcesll are the cause.

_'J Finally, during the measurement of traffic-induced vibration,

the engineer or technician shau]d always stop all pedestrian traffic

j I]_ and i'ell,aln el,lay from the transducers. Ground motion and building

I vibration resulting from Footsteps can total]y obscure the braille-

induced vibration data.
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5,0 EXAMPLES OF TRAFFIC-INDUCED VIBRATION ANALYSES

This section illustrates the use of the procedures and

methodology described In Sections 3.0 and 4.0. The purpose is to
present examples typical of problems encountered In practice. Section

;i _ 5.1 presents examples illustrating the prediction of the vibration
LJ reference emission level and a sample data reduction problem. Section

_ 5.2 presents examples of estimatlng the propagatlon of vlbration away

from the highway source. Section 5,3 presents an example of vibration

emissions from mixed traffic flows, Section 5,4 describes the r'pro-

bability_ of exceeding a vibration level and emphasizes the "single

event" nature of traffic-lnduced vibration, Finally, Section 5.5

presents an example of the estimation procedures for vehicles striking
a "pothole'_or bump.

•"_ _oI _stimatlon of Vibration Reference Emlssion Level

.. This example illustrates how to calculate the vibration

reference emission level for vehicles on pavements wlth random surface

rouga_ess,

For a vehicle with a gross weight of 30,000 lb, (13,60B kg)

travelling 35 mpfl(56,3 km/h) on a Fuadway with an estimated PSR Index

" of 2,5, caicutate th_ vibration (acce]eration) reference emission leveI

-- (referenced to 2m. from the edge of the pavement).

From Eqn(3-2a) page 32, one obtains the acceleratlon refer-

_. ence e_ ssion level using English units:

Lo = -4.155(2.5) + 17.21og(35) + IOtog(3O.O) -87.7. dB

i Lo = -10.4 + 26.6 + 14.8 - 87.7. dB

Lo = -56.7dB (re. Igrms).
! .
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From Eqn(3-2b) page 32, one obtains the acceleration refer-

ence emlsslon level using metric units=

t Lo =-4.155(2.5) + 17.21o9(56.3) + 101o9(13.608) -87.8, dg
-- Lo = -10.4 + 30.1 + 11.3 - 87.8

J -- Lo = -56.8 dg (re, Igrlns),{

-- The difference is Insignificant. Thls example problem is illustrated

r Figure 5-I, Indicating the use of the nomograph presented in Flgure

_ 3-I, page 34.

As an example of the evaluation of vehicle vibration emission

levels during site calibration, the following test data is a_asured

at 6.5 feet (2m) from the edge of the pavement (parking lane):

'_J -40.5, -43.0, -44.5, -50.0, -56,0, -57.5, -58.0

-58.5, "58.5, -60.0, -Gl.O, -62.0, -62.0, -64.5

Thls data Is the maximum vertical component ground matlon rms arcelera-

tlon level in dB (re. Igrms), The approximate vehicle gross weights

are estimated to be 100 thousand pounds (45.36 thousand kg), The pave-

ment Is smooth In froht of the site with an estimated PSR=3,0. Tile

average vehicle cruise speed Is 33 miles per hour (53.1 km/h),

-- Using standard statistical techniques: The mean value of '

-- the data Is -55,4 dB (re. Igrm s) and the standard deviation Is 7,2 dg.

,., From either Equation (3-2a) or (3-2b), one estimates {nslng

appropriate units) that the mean or expected reference emission level,

Eo, Is "54.1 dB (re. lgrms). In terms of an energy average of the

ponulatlon of test vehicles, the reference emission level Is estimated

using Equation (3-15) as:
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' ' Lo= _o + o. il_o_ = 055.4÷ g. I15(7.212

Lo = -49.4 dB (re. lgrms).

-- The data analysis may be continued (33), to estimate the

'-- probability denslty functlon for the data" using Pearson's cunve fitting

-- technique (22, 33). The resulting Pearson's Type Ill curve for the

,.. probability of observing a vlbration level (for the test conditions) is:

m

_ p(L) = 6.071611+(L+58.604)/12.965] 4'0464 e -0'3121(L+58'604)

-- L_ "71.5 dD (re. Igrms)
-- Mean = -_5,4 dB Standard Deviation = 7.2 dB

Mode = -58,6 dB Skewness = 0,4444

For example, the probability of observing a maximum level

of -49 dB is p(-49) = 2,86 percent, The most frequently observed level

" {themode)Is-58,6dB.

, Fi
: [_ To completely establish the validity of a "slte emission"

equation as described in Section 4.4, It is required to obtain datafor _ther vehlcle weight classes and operating speeds. Once these

data are obtained, regression analysis is used to establish the
fwI

"constants" for the site. Reference (25) presents a discussion of

statistlcal analysis of traffic noise emission data. Identical

techniques would be used for traffic vibration data.

" 5.2 Propagat on of Trafflc-lnduced Vibration

.'- This example problem illustrates the calculation of propa-

gation of vibration away from the pavement. The basic assumption

_ concerning the slte is that the terrain between the source and the

race ver Is "essentially flat". The term "essentially flat" means

that the local terrain does not rise and fall significantly between
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the hlghway source and the receiver. A significant variation In ter- '

rain is an elevation change on the order of 10 ft. (3m) between tile

e0ge of the pavement ann the recclver. Such changes may result in

_. attenuation losses in excess of those predicted using the basic propa-

gation model. I"oexceea IdB, these elevation changes must be on tile

order of 20 ft. (6.1m) or more. Source-recelver distances of concern

to the _rafflc-lnduced vibration problem are on tileorder of 100 ft,

(30,5m), Hence, sites wlth slope variations of less than 2.5:1 are

"essentlaily f]at".

-- BasicalIy two distance-attenuatlon 'Uaws'fare applicable to

the trafflc-lnduced vibration problem, First_ there is "point"

_ source attenuation (See Section 3.3.1). Point source attenuation

applies to a vibration source located at a specific distance a_vayfronl

the receiver. Both geometric spreading and soil absorption are model-
P_

led In She results presented in Section 3,

; Point source vibration attenuation (see Equation (3-3), page

'- 37) is expressea as:

e_

'_ A.(D) = -10log(Do/D) -2Olog(e)._.(D-Do) dB (5-I)
point

where D Is the source-receiver distance

.-- DO is a reference distance.

The parameser, _, Is the soil absorption constant and Is given in

Table 3-2, page 40, for typical soils.

-- For traffic flo_ vibration analyses, the equivalent (energy-

mean) vibration level is used. The distance propagation depends upon

the roadway length just as Is the case for trafflc-noise analyses (ID),

-- As discussed in Section 3.3.1, page 37, all roadways.are essentially

"infinite" for tne traffic-lnduced vibration problem contrary to the

situation For traffic noise.
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Tba equlvalent (energy-moan) vibration level attenuates

according to tile "line source" rata (See Equation (3-4), page 41) as:

I- -5,o (o01-20,og(o) iD-0o>(5-21
i -- where O is the source-recelver distance

_. go Is the reference distance

Is givenIn Table 3-2, page 40.

Flnally, for the analysis of vlbration propagatlon away from

uump or pothole, a modified form of point source attenuation Is

-- p-esented in Section 3.4.3 (See Equation (3-24), page 60). The only

-- difference between point source attenuation and attenuation of vibra-

•-- tlon from a bump in the pavement Is that the reference distance Is

_._ praced at tile bump and that the absorption constant of Table 3-2 must

be aecreasea to approximately one-third the value indicated In Table 3-2.

I'] The propagation of the maximum pavement acceleration level

away from the bump or pothole attenuates as:
M

_.(g) = -1DIog(D) -2Dlog(c)_D/3 (5-3)
Dump

where D is the distance between the bump end the receiver

-_ _ Is given by Table 3-2_ page liD.

For example, the attenuation at a distance ID0 feet (3D,5 m) from e

point source with an assumed absorption constant of D.10 per foot

(0,328 per meter) and a reference distance of 6.5 feet (2m) IS:

A(100) = -IOlog(6.5/1OD) -20 og(e).(O ).(00-6,5)
.poH1_

= -11.87 -8.686(0.I).(93.5)

= -11,87 -81.21

= -93.1 dB
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Figure 5-2 presents a plot or the point source attenuation

-- with distance for various values of _ typical of soils. The values of i

are selected From Table 3-20 on page ltO. }

_. For the above example problem the line source distance

at tenuat Ion Is_

A .(100) = 51og(0.1(100)) -20log(el • (0.1)*(100-6.5)_ na

- -5,00 -8,686. (0,1). (93,5)

= -5.00 -81.21

= -86.2 dB

Figure 5-3 presents a plot of the line source attenuatlon

-- with distance for various values of _ typical of soils,

For the above _xample problem, the "bump" source dIsLanoe

_._ att:enaution at 100 feet (30.5m) from the source Ist

a, 1100) = -lOIog(lO0) -201og(e).(O,1).(100)/3
_ Dump

,_ = -20.00 -8.686.110/3)

= -2o.0o -2B.95 = -4B.95

;i = -e.0 dB

Tile above results are rounded to the nearest tenth of a ,

decibe], Generally, one may round to the nearest decibel unit after

all calculations have been completed,

-- 5.3 Evaluation of Vibration Emissions from Mixed Traffic Flows

,--_ This example presents an ]]lust:ration of the prediction of

traffic-induced vibration for mixed traffic flows. For highway noise

prediction, generally the heavier vehicles produce the dominant noise

exposur_ at the slte although the heavy vehicles col_prlsea small
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percentage of the traffic flow. For traffic-lnduced vibration, the

"_ analogous situation occurs to an even greater extent than for traffic

noise. A few intrusions per day may be sufficient to result In com-

_" plaints {See Section 4,5) for the traffic-induced vibratIon problem.

,_, For traffic-induced vIbration, the changes in "vibration ambient" for

heavy traffic flows is at least 40 dB below the peak levels Induced

I_ by heavy vehicles, llence,grodnd vibration induced by highway tra_fle

does not result in an annoying level of vibration for urban areas wherem

as traffic noise may be the domlnaut factor in the ambient urban sound

level,

,*M

For mixed traffic-flow, the estimation of adverse impac_ due

i_ to highway traffic-lnduced vibrations is rather shnple. One may make
slmole estimates based upon an approximation or one may make a complete

_' analysls considering the tara[ traffic flow. This example problem

,_ considers the latter approach to illustrate the use of the theory in

Section 3- The slmole approach is described in Section 5.4, The

objective of the analysis Is to estimate the probability of an intruding,i

', vibration level generatea by mixed traffic flow.

I

Figure5-4 presentsa sltacomprisingfour trafficlanes and

a narro,_median. The roadway is structurally divided by the median so

that the oavement/subgrade system for each direction of travel is con-

,-1 sidered as a source location, Table 5-1 presents a detailed estimate

of the traffic count by vehicle 9ross weight categories. It Is

,-, recognized that sucn detail may not be generally available, but the

structural d_sign reauirements for the highway will provide an estimate

of heavy vehicle traffic. Heavy vehicles are an Important parameter.

In Figure 5-4, tne PSR values for each lane are indicated and the

average cruise soeea Is assumed to be 35 mph (56.3 km/h).
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Average Travel Speed: 35 mph all lanes

30ft-T_" } ....... Lane #4 PSR = 2.0 I
] Lane #3 PSR = 3.5 I-L

LaooPSR=
3o,r_'/.............. Lo #_ P_R_.o::..... : : ............... - .....

= m_l Barrier ,) 2_

62 ft,
PLAN VIEW OF SITE - NOSCALE

Buiidlng

FIGURE 5"4 " SITE CONFIGURATIONFOREXAMPLEPROBLEM



TABLE 5-1

TRAFFIC COUNTFOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Gross V_hicIe Lanes #1 & 2 Lanes #3 & 4

Vehlcl_ Type Welght, WG Ni Pi Ni PiIbf/1000

5 Axle Semi, Loaded 62.0" 45 0.036 32 0.O2_

5 Axle Semi, Unloaded 30.7 18 0,014 13 0.OI0

3 Axle Single, Eoadad 38.2 11 0.009 8 0,006

3 Axle Slnglep Unloaded 20.1 10 0.008 7 0.005

*_ Buses 28.5 5 0.004 5 0.004

Automobiles 3.5 1162 0.929 1264 0.951

Totals i 1251

NI denotes the hourly traffic count by gross weight category.

PI denotes the fraction of lane traffic by gross weight category.

Vehicle Mix by Weight Estimated From Reference (8) Data,

Vehicle Weight for Loaded and Un]oaded Conditions Estimated from ReFerence (7) Data.

_ • ' " ' i,":"_ 2¸ _ _ J _ 7_ '¸¸¸¸ _"'_ _̧ _: " '' ' • _.......• "_ " _ " .... "



The first step is to _stimate the reference vlbratFon emls-

slon levels For each vehicle type (gross walght category) for each

va]ua of oavement roughness. To do this, one uses Equation (3-2) to

-- estimate sne mean or expected ]evelsj _, and corrects these for

__ variation due to the vehicle type using Equation (3-15). For the

_ example problem, the results are presented In Table 5-2,

The reference levels given in Table 5-2 are for a location

at a reference distance of 6.5 feet (2m) From the near edge of each

pavemant/subgrade system to the receiver, For the example problem,

the receivers are the foundation of the barrier and the occupants of

- thebuilding.

S i rice the prob ] em compr i ses two pavement/s ubgrade systems,

• each wll be considered as a single source, That isj traffic on lanes

il, "] ill ana #2 represent a source and lanes //3 and #1l represent a source.

Using the oata from Tables 5-1 and 5-2, the rms acceleration level at

Lee reference location for lane //1 Is:

_I IO(I'o)EI/IO=0 036,10-5.668 + O.OltJ.lO"5"97/_

- + 0,009.10 -6'061 + O.OOg.lO "63'h0

+ 0,004.10 -6'188 + 0.929.10 -7.329

= 1.4962.i0"7

Hence, the reference lev6I for the traffic flow on lane //I Is

t"_, 1glog(I,4962.10"7) = -68,25 dB,
p

Continuing tilecaIcu]atIons for each ]ane_ the reference

level_ are:

-- Lane //1 = -68.25 dB

Lane //2 = -7ZI,118dB

-- Lane //3 = -75.55 dB

Lane //II= -69.32 dB

:..... 118
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TABLE 5-2

REFERENCE VIBRATION EMISSION LEVELS FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM

Lanes #1 & #4 Lanes #2 & #3

PSR_ 2.O PSR= 3.5

Vehicle Type WG*" oO dB_ ([-o)E ([o)E (To)E (Zo)E

5 Axle Semi,Loaded 62.0 7.2 -56.68 -50.72 -62.92 -56.96

: 5 Axle Seml, Unleaded 30.7 7.2 -59.74 -53.78 -65.97 -60.O1
&D

3 Axle Slngle Unlt, Loaded 38.2 6.0 -60.61 -56.47 -66.84 -62.70

3 Axle Single Unlt,
Unloaded 20.1 6.0 -63.40 -59.26 -69.63 -65.49

Buses 28.5 6.0 -61.88 -57,74 -68.11 -63.97

Automobile 3,5 4.0 -73.29 -71,45 -79.52 -77.68

* Gross Weight, Thousands of Pounds
** Estimated. These values are representative of field test data.

ICo_E=Co÷0.,15o_ (_O_E=To÷0._30o_ Tois_e_E_uot,on(3-_1,pe_o3_



It should be noted that the differences In reference levels

far eacn lane are a result of the differences In traffic flow mlx

(lanes#I and #2 compared to #3 and #4) and to the differences In

_!_ surfaceroughness (lanes #I and #4 compared to lanes #2 and #3). For
-' example the difference in level between lanes #I and #2 is 6.23 dg

-- wlth the rougher lane (lane #I) being the higher level source. This

-. level dlfference Is elml)ly the difference In surface roughness:

-- -4.155(2.0-3.5) = 6.23 dg (See Equation (3-2a)).

For mixed traffic flow, the comblnaLion of vibration level

fro_ each lane ls accomplished using Equation (3-8a). Since lanes

#1 ane #2 and lanes #3 and #4 are to be considered as two separate

-- sources, Equation (3-8a) is applied Lo each source to estimate the

-- resulting levels at each receiver.

Substituting the data for the problem Into EquaLion (3-Ba)

one obtainsthe results:

• Lane #1 and #2

• 1251 10-6.827 . 1251 10-7.448}
Le = 101og {2-'_ _

+ 1010g{_}-51og{_D)-8.686_(D-6.5)

Le = -59.76-51og(_D)-8.686_(0-6.5)

• Lane #3 and #4

"- Le = -60.58-51og(_D)-8.686_(D-6.5)

As indicated in Figure 5-4, tilesoil classification Is typI-

-- cally "silty clay". From Table 3-2, the absorption coefficient, _,

.., is estimated to vary from 0.05 to 0.13 per fooL. To obtain conserva-

Llve results (i.e., higher vlbratlo_ level predictions) it Is assumed

that _=O.OS/ft.
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Substituting _=g.o5 into the prevlous result, one obtalns:
m

"'- I Lanes #1 and #2: Le = -50.43-51og(D)-O.4334D

-- • Lanes #3 and #4: Le = -51.25-51og(D)-O.h334D

-- The distances, D, to be used in these results are the distances from

_ the near edge of each set of lanes. The distances are indicated In

_ Figure 5-4. Substituting for D into the above results, one obtains:

Barrler Building
D Le D Le

Lanes #1 and #2 22 ft. -66.68 62 ft. -86.26

Lanes #3 ano #4 57 ft. -84.73 97 ft. -103.22

-- The total _eceiver equivalent acceleration levels In dB (re. Igrms) are:

_1 ga"rler: (Le)tota 1 = 101og(10 "6'668 + IO"8'473) = -66.61
Build ng: (Le)tota I = lOlog(10 "B'626 + 10"10'322) = -86.17

F] The example Is still incomplete; the criteria of Section 2 requires an

estimation of the maximum vibration levels resulting from the traffic

flow. Nence, it is required to calculate the extreme percentile levels.

Using tne data in Tables 5-I and 5-2, the percentile levels are estl-

mated as follows:

First, the cumulants, _2' are estimated using Equation (3-14).

For the data of the example problem, one obtains:

i _ l Lanes #I and #2: K2 = 0.3207/v_"

7"! I Lanes #3 and #4: K2 = O.3383//'D

i
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The combination of these results is obtained by simply summing the

cumulants after substituting for the source receiver distance. The
'_" resul _s are:

Barrier BuihlIng

D K2 0 K2
Lanes #I _nd #2 22 ft. 0.06972 62 Ft. 0.04153

Lanes #3 and #4 57 ft. 0.1145 97 ft. 0.07588

ZK2 0.1145 Z_2 0.07588

To estlma_e the percentile levels, one uses Equation (]-12) to obtain:

1

! Barrier: _L = 4'343_= 1.430

_: [] Building: _L = 4.343_-= 1.175

_! From Equation (3-13), the percentile accelm'atlon levels are estimated
f7
_.. in dB (re, Igrms) as:

_ ,_ Barrier DuIldln_

Le -66.61 -86.

_ LSO= Le-O.lISeZ -66.85 -86.33

LIO = L50+I.28oL -65.01 -84.82
l

-- L05 = L50+1.648oL -64.49 -84.39

9 _ LO1 = L50+2.33o L -63.51 -83.59

-- LO. 1 = L50+3.09oL -62.19 -82.70

-- To compu[e the problem, a brief discussion is required. First,

... assuming that the building amplification of the ground vlbratiom was

_ an extreme (See Figure 3-8, page 63), the estimate of LO.I= -82.70+15

-67,7 dB is below Ule criteria of Figures 2-3 and 2-4. As illustrated

In other examples In these guidelines, a 15 dB buildlng amplification

's apparently a rare occurrence. Next, it Is apparent that the far

lanes (#3 ano #4) contribute little to the receiver vibration level.

-- r
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To. comnlete the discussion, tile vibration prediction at tile barrier

-- footing was not Included as a meaningless exercise. Although the

estimated level of L = -62.43 dg at tile barrier IS approxhnate]y 30 d8O.1
below the "minor damage possible" curve, the prediction may be usefu}

in the design of traffic noise barriers. For example, long-term Tow

love: trafflc-induced vibration nlayresult in Irregular settling of

foundations (4) or cracks In masonry joints and grout.

5.4 Pro!_abilltyof: Exceed ln,q a Peak .Vibration Level

-- The example problem of Section 5.3 estimated time percentile

-- acceleration levels at receiver locations, These level estimates ore

-- based upon an assumed Gausslan or Normal distribution of amplltude

peaks from the individual vehicle types comprising tiletraffic flow

(12). The procedure is known to yleld high level estimates for traffic

flows comarising a few occurrences of high levels and a mixture of

occurrences of low levels (12), Whether or not it Is totally accurate

to estimate peak levels of traffic-induced vibration (the metric)LO.1

using the theory of Section 3,3,5 of these guldeIlnes will only be

answered wnen tested In field use. It is belleved, however, that the
n theory is adequate although cumbersome for hand calculations.

A simpler, and perhaps more accurate, mauled than that pro-

: _ sented In Section 5,3 Is to consider only tlmeheavlest vehicles

comprising the traffic flow and tlmeroughest lane Ulat is closest to

tile receiver. For tileexample problem of Section 5,3, this would

correspond to the "loaded 5 Ax]e Semi" on Lane #I (PSR = 2,0).

Considering only the peak instantaneous ]evel during a single vehicle

pass-oy, one obtains from Equation (3-9):

Lpeak = Lol 4. lOlog(6.5/O)-8.686(O.OS)(D-6.5) dB

or

Lpeak = Lol - I01oo(D)-O.4343D + 10.95 dB.
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The "neak" level iss of course, the maximum love1 at the

c)osesic pass-by locat]o_ aetween the source and thb receiver. The dis-

tribution of the peak level would be expecLcd to follow the distribution

-- of Lol. Such a distributior is presented In Section 5.1 as tileresult

-- of a "site calibration Lesd_. llence,one should use actual fleid test

_ data, if _vailable, to establish the estimates of peak vibration levels.

The assumotlon of a Gaussian distribution may be too restrictive,

For examole, tilemean or expected emisslon level for the

"loaded 5 Axle Semi" considered above Is _n = -62.65 dB. Considering

the estimated standard deviation of 7,2 dB, one would obtain, assuming

a Gausslan level distribution for all "loaded 5 Axle Semi" vehicles,

r-] an exsrerne I_eak level estimate of:
C

I_ Lol: -62.65-1-3(7,2) = -41.05 dB.F] L,J

For the building location of Section 5-3, the source-recelver distancePI,

I.J is D=62 feet and from the above results:

_ Loeak = -41.O5-I01og(62)-0,4343(62)+IO.95, dB

L = -41.O5-17.92-26.93+10.95 = -74.95, dB_ peak

i This level is +7.12 dg above the -82.70 dB acceleration level estimated

in Section 5.3. The estimated extreme peak level Is, for the data of

the exan_le, below the perception threshold at the building footing and

allows one so consider a building amplification of -64-(-74,95)=10,95 d8.

-- (The -6A dB level Is the percoptlon tbresbold criteria curve of Figure

-- 2-3 al 10 -Iz;) Fro_ Figure 3-8, a nominal IO to 11 dB building anlpll-

_ flcatlon would result in probabilities of not exceeding the perception

threshold on the oraer of 0.70 to 0,90.

b
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Whether or not the above tolerances are adequate may only

-- oe established based upon experionce and onglneerlng Judgement. The

purpos_ of the example Is complete, however. That Is, a slmple estl-

-- •ate such as presented above may be sufficient to indicate the probablIlty

_ that traffic-lnduced vibration is not a problem.

5.5 Potholes

Thls example problem Illustrates the use of the methodology

presentea in Section 3.4 far estimating Impact loading and response of

the pavement to th_ impact loading. The example, hopefully, Illustrates

the level of detail required for this type of analysis. (As an abate-

- ment nrocedure for trafflc-induced vibration, It Is good practice to

fill any potholes or smooth abrupt surface discontinuities in the

pave•ant.) Vehicle parameters will be assumed and pavement response

f i I will be estimated.

For the example problem, the following vehicle parameters

are assumed:

L_ • Suspension System Natural Frequency, fn = 12 Hz
(See Equation (3-17))

Equation (3-18) and Figure 3-4)

Static Tire Loading = 5200 lbf (2359 kgf)

• Vehicle Speed, V = 30 mph = 44 ft/s (13.41 m/s)

The vehicle parameters fn and kt would usually be measured for the

specific vehicle, Reference 14 describes such tests.

The pothole geometry is taken as:

-. • Height or Depth, E= I,O inch (2.54 cm)

• Length (in direction of travel), _ = 3 feet (O,91 m)
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Wlth thls data, the peak pavement loadlng Is estimated using Equatlon

-- (3-22) as follows:

-- Characteristic Speed = _ = 2(3) (12) = 72 ft/s (21.95 m/s)

__ Speed Ratio, v -- V/V'= 44/72 = 13.41/(21.95) = 0.611

$elecl:Ing the approprlate form of Equation (3-22) based upon v = 0.611,

one estimates the peak pavement .loading as=

P = (4700)(1.0)StN(2_(0.611)/1.611)/(1-0.611) lbf
O

P = 4700"SlN(2.383)/(O.3890) ]bf
O

P = 47oo(o.6879)/(0.3890) Ibf
O

P = 8311.3Ibf(3770kgf)
O

The "impact factor" is the ratio of the peal{ load to the statlc load

an_ Is (for reference) estimated as:

Impact Factor = 8311.3/5200 = 3770/2359 = 1.598

, or Impact Factor = 1.6
5

" To estimate the pavement response to tile impulse loading it

-- Is reaulred to estimate the "speed ratio" for the pavement/subgrade

i!i "-] syssem. The "speed ratio,, Is a measure of how well "tuned" the Impulse
loading Is relative to the pavement/subgrade system, The peak pavement

acceleratlon level, at the pothole, i5 estlmated using Equation (3-23).

For this csl:imate, It Is required to determlne the fundamental pavement/

subgrade _atural Frequency, fp. Thls would also normally be done by
fle]= tasting at the site (See Reference 17). However, the theory of

Section 3,4.1 will be used as an ll]ustratlon.
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For the pavamentlsubgrade system the following data are

assumed:

{ • Pavement Slab Dat:a Width, b=24 ft. (7.32 m)
-- (Rigid Concrete Slab) Thickness, hp=4.0 incbes (10.16 cm)

_ Weight: Density, yp=150]_f/Ft 3 (2403 kgf/m3)
I Youngs E)=3.I0 psi

Modulus, (2.11.105kgf/cm 2)
I .-- Po sson's Ratio, vp=O.2

I • Subgrade Dato_ Depth, 1t=10 feet (3.05 m)
-- (AASIIOA-I) Welgllt DenslLy yf=120]b_/ft3 (1922 kqF/m3)
_. Young's Modulus, Ef=3"IOIpsi (2.11,103kgf/cm 2)

Poisson's Ratio, vf=O,31

-- From Equation (3-20), the modulus of subgrade reaction, kf, Is _stimated

(See Figure 3-5) as:

kf = (3,104)/(120(I-0.312)) = 276.61bf/In3 (7.66kgf/cm3)

The slab bending rigidity, Dp, is estfmated as (See page 55):

_,i Dp = (3.106)(4)3/(12(1-.22)) = 1.667.1071bf-ln. (1.920"107kgf-cm)

ano the -adius of relative stiffness, i, is estimated as: (See Figure 3-6)
}

i__ ....
1 = (Dp/kf) ¼ _ (1.667.107/276,6) ¼ = I5.67 inch (0.398 m).

The subgrade mass and stiffness parameters are calculated

fro¢ Equation (3-20) as:

mp = 150(4/12)/(32.2) = 1,553 Ibf-s2/ft 3

mf = 120(10)/(3(32.2)) = 12.422 Ibf-s2/f_ 3 = 0.00719 Ibf-s2/ln 3

rl-[ u = mp/mf = 0.125
_J

c = _(10/24) = 0.276

"_ See Table 3-3.

, !i
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and tne estimatec fundamental frequency of tilepavement/subgrade system

!_I Is from Eauation (3"19):
ii,

; _ fp = [((276.6)10.00719))((1,27C_)1(I,125))]_12_r Itz.

f = 33.2 _tz.q p

From Eeudtion (3-H) the effective _qeighic of the pavement/

subgrade system Is:

W= 5.5:120)(24}(15.67/1Z)(I0)(I.1251/3 Ibf,

W = 77,566.5 lbf {35184 kgf),

_x w_
_,. t,_ From Eauatlon (3-23), the characteristic "speed" of the

pavement/subgrade system s dstimatedj based upon the potho]e length
g

('_ of 3 feet (0.91 m), as:

V =" 2(3}(33,2) = 199.20 ft/s (60.72 m/s)

"_' |_l and the speed ratio, v = V/T, of the vehicle speed of 44 ft/s (1,,41 m/s)

;,_ _{ to the characl:eristla speed, V, Is:

v _ (44)1(199.2) = (13.41)/(60.72) = 0.221.

_J'} _ Returning 1:o the oroblem of the vehicle impacting the poLhole,

the parameters required to estimate the pavement response using

t_ Equation (3-20) are:

{_ • Peak Impact .oad, Po = 8311,31bf (3770kgf)• Effective Pavement/Subgrade _lass,W'= 77,566.51bf (35,184 kgf)

,_ e USDeed Ratio*', v = V/_ = O,221.
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From Equal:ion (3-20), the peak impulse acceleration level at

"_ the Dotbole Is:

-- L = 20log (8311,3)-201 og (77,566.5)
po

.... + 201og(JSla(,/2(.221))l) + 6,0 dB (re. igpeak)

_"] Lpo = 78.39-97.79-2.68 + 6.0 = -16.08 dB (re. lgpeak)

._, Fron_ £auatlon (3-24) the approximate receiver peak hnpalse

l.J acceleration level Is:

Lpr =-16.08-1Olog(D)-2OIog(e)_D dB (re. lgpeak)

_i _ For the example problem of Section 5.3, assume that the

pothole Is in lane #I approxlmately 80 feet from the bulid[ng. For

;. |_ the assumed value of _ = O.05/ft., the peak receiver aece]eratlon level
£31

}'. is (dividing any 3 to consider the low frequency characteristics of the

I'_ impulse),

_ = -16.08-101og(80)-8.686(0.05/3) (80)

£' Lpr = -46.69 dB (re. Igpeak).
[,l,I

[4 It.ls difficult to estimate what the building response may

be. However, the Deak level is estimated to be some 28,3 dg above the

Section 5.4 estimate and 36.0 dB above the Section 5.3 estimate for

the building foundation. One might: expect the pothole vibration to be

perceptible posslbty damaging.
and
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J 6,0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

P
iJ These engineering gulde}Ines present a methodology for assess-

ment of highway traffic as a source of environmental vibration, The

guidelines describe the characterization of trafFlc-lnduced vibration,

an os_hnation procedure, measurement and analysis proceduresj and
m

examples illustratlrlg the use of the gulde[ines,

Relative to traffla noise, the problem of quantifying
traff'c-induced vibration Is In its Infancy. The prediction methodo-

-- fogy In Section 3 appears to be adequate to address the problem.

Ftowever,the present data base Is insufficient to properly evaluate

tiletheory for all situations that can arise. Only Field measureddata can De used to eva}uate the procedures completely.

Tl_e critarla described In Section 2 and the measurement

requirements of Section zt illustrate the requirement for a _singIe

,_ number' frequency-welghted metric for environmental vlbrat[on. Such
a metric would be analogous to the Aowelghtod sound level used In

I;i traffic noise analyses. Research In Japan !20) and recommendations
of tecnnical committees (2) are resulting In the development of a

[4 standardized metric, When standardization does occur, Instrumentationtl wlll be available that will greatly simplify the analysis and Inter-

pretation of test data. Such standardization will not alter the

methodology end conclusions of thls report. The only change will be

the Jse of "weighted" acceleration levels rather than spectrum }ovals.

IX Due the discrete frequency characteristics of trafflc-induced
to

vlbratlen, the proposed frequency weighting would result in a shift

In the vehicle emission levels presented in Section 3.2 Thls constant
shift w]}l be in the range of -3dR to -6dR due to the relative "

I_i weighting in the frequency range of 10 HZ to 15 Hz. Standardized
w,. frequency weighting would result In constant values for both annoy-

i._ once criteria and bu d ng damage criteria, Without standardized fre-

t! quoncy weighting, criteria can only be presented as curves in tile form

of Figure 2-3.

E2
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The acceleration ]evels quoted In these guidelines are

expressed in dB relative to 1 _g'_ or 9.807 m/s2. This reference

i _ value was selected so tnat traffic-lnduced vibration levels would beJ,

: LJ negative numbers ane, hence, distinctly different fronltraffic noise

I _ levels expressed In dg For example_ Reference (20) expresses fre-

-- quency-welghted acceleration levels in dg (re. 10-Snt/s2). Using this

_ convention, all acceleration levels expressed in these guidelines

would be Increasee 120 dB That is, a level of -50 dR (re. Ig) would

be 70 dB (re. 10-Sm/s2). Standardlzatlon of a frequency-weighted

vibration level may result in such a constant shift in "dB _',

__j It is hoped that these guidelines assist the reader in

i_ evaluating engineering oroblems that might arise related to traffic-

_ Induced vibration,

_i n""

U
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